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Free Concert Series Given 
At Clemson Each Sunday 
Thos, Brockman 
Is First Artist 
Mr. Thomas Brockman, young 
pianist of Greenville and Philadel- 
phia, will open the Sunday Con- 
cert Series here this week. Mr. 
Brockman will present a piano re- 
cital in the college auditorium 
December 4, at 3:30 p. m. 
At the age of seventeen Mr. 
Brockman left his native South 
Carolina to attend the Curtis In- 
stitute of Music in hPiladelphia, 
where he studied with Nadal 
Reisenburg. 
He then came under the tudor- 
ship of Olga Samaroff, first at the 
Philadelphia Conservatory and 
later at the Juilliard Graduate 
School, from which he was grad- 
uated. 
His study at Juilliard was inter- 
rupted by four years spent in the 
U. S. Army. He served in the 
European theater and on the West 
Coast. 
Thomas Brockman's many pub- 
lic appearances include solo work 
with a Youth Concert of the Phil- 
adelphia Philharmonic Orchestra 
under the baton of Eugene Or- 
mandy. 
He also played concerti of 
Mendelssohn and Prokofieff at 
the Robin Hood Dell : under the 
direction of Dimitri Metropoulos. 
This season he' has given recitals 
in Boston, Washington, and other 
cities in the East. He will have 
his debut in Carnegie Hall in Jan- 
uary, 1950. 
The concert by Mr. Brockman 
is the first in a series of four 
Sunday afternoon concerts spon- 
sored by the Clemson College 
Concert Committee. 
These free concerts represent 
an eifort on- the part of the com- 
mittee to bring to the students, 
faculty, and residents of the neigh- 
boring communities, entertainment 
of a sort trfat will merit serious 
listening. 
1
   It will be the policy of the Con- ' 
cert   Committee   to   bring   to   the 
campus,   rising   but   as   yet   'ittle 
known artists, who show promise 
to become future headliners. 
Hear Noted Speaker 
Miss Sonia Grodka will be a 
visitor on the Clemson campus 
Friday, December 2. She will 
speak to members of some of the 
YMCA councils and to interested 
groups in the club rooms of the 
YMCA at 6:45 p: m. Friday. The 
public is cordially invited to hear 
Miss Grodka. A period for per- 
sonal interviews will be provided 
for those students and others who 
are interested in talking to this 
representative of the World Stu- 
dent Service Fund. 
Miss Grodka is a native of Ger- 
many who left there with her 
family in 1937, living for a year 
in France and traveling in Czecho- 
slovakia, Poland, the Scandina- 
vian countries, Holland and Bel- 
gium before coming to this coun- 
try. 
She  completed her high  school 
education here,  and then  attend- 
ed  Connecticut   College  for   Wo- 
men,  Oklahoma  College  for  Wo-; 
men,   and     Bennington     College 
where she earned her B.A. degree 
in  Social   Science   in   1946.    Her; 
intercollegiate      experience      has 
been extensive, including partici- 
pation  in  a  number  of    national | 
and  international  student confer- 
ences as well as travel    for    the 
World Student Service Fund dur- 
ing her off-residence winter    pe- 
riod in 1945. 
Endowed   with, unusually     va- 
ried   and   broad    interests,    Miss 
Grodka's  activities  since  gradua- 
tion   have    included   work    with- 
audio-visual   foundations  in   New, 
York and California, and with the! 
Program     Department     of     the 
YMCA in San Francisco, concen- 
trated  study  of the principles  of 
Ghandi,  and, most recently,  par- j 
ticipated in an International Ser- 
vice   Seminar  sponsored  by    the 
American Friends  Service    Com- 
mittee. 
Miss Grodka has found appre- 
ciative audiences wherever she 
has spoken for WSSF in the past.; 
She can describe not only the sit- 
uation of European students 
which she has known at first 
hand, but also of those in China, 
India -and other parts of the 
world. Her attractive personality 
will make her a welcome visitor 
on any college campus. 
The fourth annual .Methodist 
Couples' Christmas Banquet will 
be held in the Clemson Methodist 
Church social hall Friday night, 
December 9, at 8:00 o'clock. This 
banquet is the main event in the 
Methodist Church's, program for 
the married students and their 
wives. Two hundred persons have 
attended each of the precedingj 
three banquets, and a splendid 
attendance is anticipated for the 
banquet this year. 
The tickets committee, with R. 
E. Dilfield as chairman and in- 
cluding E. F. Sapp, H. D. Hedge- 
path, H. E. Turner, D L. Evans, 
H L. Pridgeon, C. M. Head, R. G. 
Hanna, L. G. Jeffords, L. C. Ham- 
ilton, G. R. Price, F. A. Bettis, and 
I. L. Falkner, is contacting the 
couples this week and selling the 
tickets. The tickets are 35 cents 
each, the additional cost of the 
banquet being paid by the church. 
A final report on . the number 
planning to attend must be made 
by Monday in order that the right 
amount of food may be ordered. 
Couples who may happen to be 
missed are asked to call the church 
office. 
Other committees are being or- 
ganized this week with the fol-' 
lowing chairmen: food—Mrs. L. C. 
Hamilton; tables—T. E. Mack, 
dishes—Mrs. R. G. Wilson; deco- 
rating—Mrs. M. E. Giddings; Pro- 
gram—D. D Stroud; and clean-up 
-—Mrs. C .M. Head. The ladies of 
the church will serve the supper 
so that all the wives of students 
may attend the banquet. Every- 
thing except the serving will be 
done by the students and their 
wives. 
The program of fellowship and 
fun will be presided over by Pro- 
fessor J. B. Gentry, Jr., who will 
serve  as  toastmaster. 
tries for the 1950 South Carolina 
Magazine Short Story Contest is 
Januaryi . 31, 1950. The judges 
were announced this weel^, by 
Magazine officials. The judges 
will review the stories separately, 
and then meet iik-Coiumbia some 
time in February for final judg- 
ing. 
The judges are Herbert Rave- 
nel Sass, Charleston novelist and 
naturalist; Judson W. Chapman, 
Executie Editor of the Greenville 
News-Piedmont; and Mrs. Eleanor 
Duvall Spruill of Cheraw, short 
story writer for national maga- 
zines. They will pick three prize- 
winners and tnree honorable men- 
tions from college entries 
Novelist Sass is known both for 
his masterly stories of wild life, 
many of which were published in 
leading periodicals, and for two 
best-selling historical novels, War 
Drums and Look Back to Glory- 
Editor Chapman has been with 
j the Greenville papers for more 
than 35 years; he is a past presi- 
dent of the South Carloina Press 
Association, and recently started 
a column which is attracting na- 
tional attention. Mrs. Sprull' is a 
graduate of Sweet Briar, and 
studied short story writing at the 
University, of North Carolina; one 
of her stories, Bright Fortune, re- 
cently appeared in Good House- 
keeping Magazine. 
Clemson Gets New Apartment Building 
For Faculty And Other College Employees 
Dean Brown Returns From nglish Tour;    Technical Writing Future Tenants For Clemson House 
British Textile Problems An Discussed 
Senior Platoon Drills 
In Ala. At Final Game 
The Senior Platoon, last week 
drilled between the'halves of the 
final Clemson football game of 
the 1949 season. They left for Mo- 
bile, Alabama' Friday . 'morning, 
November 25, and returned .to the 
campus the following Sunday. 
During their stay in Mobile 
the Platoon members were guests 
at a banquet given by the officials 
of the Ladd Memorial Stadium, 
where the Clemson-Auburn game 
was played last Saturday. 
Also making the trip were the 
advisors of the Senior Platoon, 
Lt. Col, N. O. Whitlaw and M-Sgt. 
'J. L. Zorens 
Dr. lugh M. Brown, dean of 
the Clmson Textile School, has 
returne > to the campus from a 
visit t England. • Dean Brown 
made is visit along with textile 
deans *om other schools to make 
a tou) of the English textile 
school His. trip was sponsored 
by tr*Sirrine Textile Founda- 
tion. 
De< Brown attended confer- 
encesit which some of the many 
probtns confronting the English 
texti industry were presented 
and iscussed. The English Cot- 
ton oard and the- schools were 
extrnely cooperative in attempt- 
ing o give the members of the 
confrence. complete pictures of 
theiaims and work, according to 
Dec Brown. 
. £ large textile , machinery ex- 
(Continued on Page 3) 
Will Aid students Begin Applying For Apartments Today 
Of Engineering 
A long range program for re- 
lating practice in technical writ- 
ing more directly to the engineer- 
ing student's own particular 
specialty is to get underway at 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
this year. 
"A prime necessity in engineer- 
ing education is to train, students 
in good technical writing," Dr. C. 
H. Gray, head of English, pointed 
out in explaining the pew develop- 
ment. "If the . engineer is to see 
his work projects translated into 
reality he must be able to describe 
them clearly and exactly. He can't 
tell' the whole story with a blue- 
print and a slide rule. If he is to 
receive credit for a job well done 
he must be able to make an intel- 
ligent report to his employer." 
(Continued on Page 3)   ' 
Sigma Pi Sigma Will 
'nstall 3 New Mem. 
Sigma Pi Sigma, National Hon- 
orary Physics Society, will hold 
its annual installation of new 
members at a meeting to be held 
at 6 o'clock Friday night', Decem- 
ber  2. 
The new members are as fol- 
lows: Mr. M. W, Harrelson, in- 
structor jn the mechanical engi- 
neering department,- Mr. C. E. 
Kirkwood, associate 'professor in 
the mathematics department, and 
Mr. F. W. Beyer, assistant pro- 
fessor in the electrical engineer- 
ing department. 
Following the installation a 
complimentary supper in honor of 
the new members will be held in 
the   college  mess   hall. 
Beck To Speak On 
Nuclear Powers 
Dr. C. K. Beck, head of the phy- 
sics department at North Carolina 
State, will speak on "Present Pros- 
pects of Nuclear Powers" at a 
lecture on Friday, December 2. 
The dissertation will be given in 
the chemistry lecture room at 4:30 
o'clock. The lecture will be open 
to the public, and everyone is in- 
vited to attend. 
Dr. Beck's talk will be a bal- 
ance between the general and 
technical aspects of nuclear 
power. Consideration will be given 
to nuclear fuels, world supply 
compared to coal and oil, and the 
present status of "in-progress" re- 
actors. Dr. .Beck will also consid- 
er the net prospects for power 
from nuclear reactors for small 
mobile units, for large stationary 
units, for ships, and for air ma- 
chines. 
Prior to his appointment at 
North Carolina State, Dr. Beck 
was director of nuclear research 
at Oak Ridge, Tenn. 
Who's Who Selections For Clemson Are Announced 
Faculty Committee Names 21 Students 
To Represent Clemson In Who's Who 
Twenty-one Clemson students have been selected to rep- 
resent Clemson College in the new edition of "Who's Who 
Among Students in American Colleges and Universities." 
The qualifications considered in* 
selecting these men were the stu 
dent's excellence and sincerity in 
scholarship; his leadership and 
participation in extra-curricular 
and academic activities; his cit- 
izenship and service to the'school; 
and his promise of future useful- 
ness to business and society. 
The publisher stipulated that 
these qualifications be used for the 
basis of selection. 
The   students   will   have   their 
textile manufacturing senior of 
Bishopville; Julian Creed Ham- 
mond, vocational agricultural edu- 
cation senior of Aiken; Billy Gene 
McCall, arts and sciences senior 
of Ellerbe, North Carolina; Wil- 
liam Frederick Marscher, mechan- 
ical engineering senior of Beau- 
fort; Walter Coker Moorman, civi 
engineering senior of Florence 
Neil Anthony Montone.  electrica 
biographies      and      achievements > engineering senior of Clemson; 
listed with those of leading stu- 
dents through the nation. 
These men are: 
Henning Frederick Adickes, Jr., 
pre-medicine senior of York; 
Howell Taylor Arthur, arts and 
sciences senior of Bristol, Tennes- 
see; Arthur James Banks, electri- 
cal engineering senior of St. Mat- 
thews; Claude Hampton Beatty, 
Jr., elecrical engineering senior 
of Dunbarton; Robert Walter Ber- 
ry, chemistry and industrial phy- 
sics senior of Atlanta, Georgia; 
William B. Simons Boykin, agron- 
omy senior of Boykin; 
Also,    James    Foster   Cathcart, . Dalzell. 
Also, Albert Henry Peter 
Chemical engineering senior 
Summer ville; Sam Lay ton Pett: 
civil engineering senior of Pai 
line; James Keith Price, Anim: 
husbandry senior of Gaffne 
James ? Henry Bice, Arts a 
sciences of Columbia; 
Also, Robert Elmer Smith, n 
chanical engineering senior I 
Pendleton; Arm'an Derrick Sf 
vey, pre-m e d i c i n e senior £ 
Georgetown; Harry Edwards - 
mer, chemistry senior of Ha- 
ville; and Samuel Parker Yog, 
agricultural engineering seniojf 
Fifteen students selected for Who's Who Among American Colleges and Universities are shown above. 
They are (left to right) seated: Albert Peters, James Henry Rice, Howell Arthur, Claude Beatty, 
and Parker Young. Second row, standing, are Robert Berry, Bob Rayle, Fred Addickes, Sam Pet- 
tit, and Bill Boykin. Last row, standing, are Walter Moorman, Billy McCall, James Price, Harry 
Ulmer, and William Marscher. 
A: $2,160,000 ultra-modern hous- 
ing, project, to be constructed 
within the next ten months, will 
give Clemson College faculty 
members and college staff the 
latest thing in up-to-date living 
accomodations. 
The Clemson Housing . Office 
began taking applications this 
morning for. the units which are 
expected to be ready for occu- 
pancy by September!, 1950. In 
the housing office are floor plans 
of the apartments and . sketches 
showing the location of all units, 
so that individuals may take tKeir 
choice of location and type of 
:
 dwelling desired. Therent'al scale 
can be obtained in-the-office and 
will include all utilities consist- 
ing of heat, light, hot and cold 
I water, electric refrigerator and 
1
 electric stove. Assignments will 
•I be based on a first come, first 
served basis, priority .being given 
to faculty members and college 
employees; however, a waiting list 
for non-employees will be main- 
tained. 
Contracts have been awarded 
to the Daniel Construction Com- 
pany of Greenville and Birming- 
ham, Ala., and.actual work on all 
phases of the project has been 
started. 
The project, designed to relieve 
the inadequate living facilities at 
the college, will consist of an 
eight story; faculty apartment; 
forty other one and two family 
buildings with a total of 100 apart- 
ment units. 
In the basement of the major 
unit, there will be an IPTAY 
tavern for students. The first 
floor will house administrative 
offices, a newstand, beauty shop, 
barber shop, a Very large lounge 
room, 35 hundred square feet, 
for receiving guests and families 
of students, a- modern kitchen, 
supply rooms, two private din- 
ing rooms, and one main din- 
ing room with a serving capaci- 
ty of 250 persons. 
About fifteen months ago, at 
the suggestion of the board of 
trustees, President R. F Poole ap- 
pointed a 12 man board td look 
into the possibilities of such a gi- 
gantic undertaking. After thorough 
consideration of every, angle, the 
board, headed by Professor John 
Gates, head of the Department of 
Architecture and consulting ar- 
chitect for the college, presented 
their findings to the board of 
trustees'who favor the plan. 
Herman E. Bailey, State Direc- 
tor of the Federal Housing Ad- 
(Continued on Page 3) 
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Talk of the Town 
Promises From Student Council Have 
Not Been Forthcoming Since May 
By Charles Kennemore 
■*f«c«mcnt Bureau 
Clemson has taken one small step toward a placement 
sesvice. Senior cards are now filed in one central point, the 
refistrar's office. This is the closest we have come to an or- 
ganized employment service, but the plan falls so short of 
what is needed that more must be said in favor of a place- 
ment office. It is only fair to state, however, that the facul- 
ty members participating in the present arrangement are 
to be commended. 
At a recent meeting in Knoxville, the University of Ten- 
nessee distributed a four-page pamphlet explaining the func- 
tions of its placement service. This department seems so 
well organized that we might gain by using it as a pattern. 
The University's Bureau of Personal Service was estab- 
lished for the purpose of assisting in the placement of seniors 
and alumni.    It is a coordinating agency for the employer, 
. the student, and the various divisions of the school. 
The bureau functions ,as a clearing house in arranging 
interviews between seniors and company representatives. In- 
terviewing rooms are in one central location so that seniors 
Item the various divisions of the University can be inter- 
viewed in one place. 
Prospective employers are aided in obtaining suitable 
employees; seniors are helped to locate a position for which 
'they are qualified and in which they are interested. 
Meetings are arranged between prospective employers 
and experienced alumni who are available for employment. 
Permanent personnel records are maintained. These 
records include recommendations and ratings of the grad- 
uates* Mailing forms, containing the graduate's education, 
background, work experience, faculty recommendations, and 
Other pertinent information are compiled and sent to any 
prospective employer at the request of the graduate, the fac- 
ulty, or the employer. These mailing forms also serve as 
the source of referrals. 
The bureau also develops and maintains a listing of cur- 
rent position opportunities. This information is used by se- 
nior* and alumni who are available. In addition, applica- 
tion blanks, current literature giving information about va- 
rious companies, and an industry file of firms, institutions, 
and associations are maintained. 
Students are assisted in making their vocational choices 
by advising them about opportunities in various fields. Trends 
in the labor market are followed. 
Tot visiting employers, complete arrangements are 
mad* for interviews. For those who cannot visit the cam- 
pus, referrals of those interested in obtaining positions are 
mailed direct to the company. 
The above description shows the difference between our 
system and an organized placement bureau. The primary 
aim of a placement service should be to make available as 
much information as possible to as many employees as possi- 
ble.    Such is not our case. 
Employees who take the trouble to seek out Clemson 
are given information about the graduating seniors only. If 
a cempany does not ask for information, none is given. 
Another drawback in our plan is that alumni who lose 
their jobs have no placement bureau to turn to for fast action. 
The University of Tennessee does not state how many 
pteple are employed in their bureau, but Clemson should be 
able to offer a satisfactory office consisting of three people, 
a director and two assistants. 
Once again, seniors should not fail to take advantage of 
our present system. The deans of each school have cards to 
be filled out which may land you the very job you want. 
Congratulations To Wofford 
Wofford's football team has finished another season un- 
defeated. Any team that can gq undefeated through twenty- 
three tries must be a great ball club. 
The student body at Wofford may well be pcoud of its 
team. 
We wish you the. very best against Florida State Univer- 
sity in the Cigar Bowl. 
GOOD, BUT NOT ENOUGH 
From recent reports it seems that definite 
and concerted action has been taken to pro- 
vide Clemson students with some form of 
job placement service. For this congratula- 
tions and felicitations are in order and I 
hereby offer them. This is a definite and 
worthwhile step in the right direction. 
But, while this action is an improvement 
and as such very commendable, it is not 
enough. If Clemson expects the support of 
its graduates it must in turn give them the 
support they both leserve and expect, Clem- 
son is not giving its graduates this support. 
Regardless of idealistic theories to the con- 
trary, it seems that we exist in a world of 
reciprocations. 
Perhaps we feel that our graduates will 
never be in the position to be of service to 
the school as a whole. If such is the CSBC 
we are turning out exceptionally poor men 
and need to revamp our educational systen. 
We can never have even a near perfect 
job placement bureau, but this should net 
serve as a cause to cease trying. With enougi 
interest shown on the part of the students 
some of the alumni might be sufficiently 
aroused to help prosecute this cause, anc 
perhaps eventually the interest and aid oi 
the Board of Trustees can be secured. This 
latter seems to be what is needed. 
CLEMSON POLITICAL PLATFORM 
A FARCE? 
In May of 1949 elections were held for 
senior class officers to %erve the following 
year. "Party" politics were tried at Ckm- 
son and one "party" succeeded in placing its 
members in three of the four offices open. 
This was in a large part due, supposedly, to 
a plank in the platform calling for the instal- 
lation of a job placement bureau. To date 
we have heard nothing of this promise, I 
was told by one student recently that plat- 
forms meant nothing at Clemson, that they 
were only promises as is the case in politics 
in outside life. This I cannot, and will not, 
believe. Such does not speak very highly of 
the men we choose to fill our elective offices. 
I have too much faith in, and respect for, 
Clemson students to hold with such a con- 
tention. Yet, what are we to believe; no re- 
ports of progress have been made. 
Personally, I definitely believe that work 
is being done, more work than can ever be 
. revealed in any report to the student body. 
But whatever the existing state of affairs 
is, it should be reported to at least the senior 
class. This is not a subject akin to the atomic 
secret and so need be clothed in mystery, but 
rather something that vitally concerns every 
student at Clemson. The time has largely 
passed where the employer hunted the grad- 
uate; the graduate, with a lot of-hoping, now 
does the hunting and needs all the help pos- 
sible. 
I would therefore like to take this oppor- 
tunity to ask for, to demand, that a senior 
class meeting be held in the near future, at 
which time the results of all work be given 
and then the meeting be opened for questions 
and suggestions. In all probability all worth- 
while suggestions have already been culled 
from the students and no constructive sug- 
gestions will be oflered. But we are some- 
what in the position of the drowning man 
that clutches at any straw—we cannot afford 
to pass up any opportunity. 
ONE WAY? 
Say fellows, since it seems that there isn't 
ertough money to put in a job placement bu- 
reau, maybe we could float a bond issue or 
something and put in one ourselves, 
FINE FEED 
The mesa-hall really put out a fine feed 
for the students Tuesday night a week ago. 
I think everybody owes a "well-done" to 
Mr. Lindsay and his entire staff. Even the 
coffee was pretty good (just to show that 
there are no hard feelings.) So, congrats 
and thanks! 
MOW COME? 
Why do the Christmas holidays have to 
ftart so late and in the middle of the week? 
This tardiness is definitely effecting the ppek- 
tbooks (never very replete) of a large num- 
ler of Clemson students. Many students 
ind work of some sort during the holidays 
t the holidays starting so late many of these 
anbitious people are finding jobs impossible 
t( obtain. 
, There must be a reason for this tardiness. 
Aybody know why? 
3erhaps I speak out of turn and am fail- 
in, to realize that we are after all only stu- 
dets here and therefore not subject to any 
paticular consideration. 
that Hildebrand is treading on 
thin ice when he starts chasing a 
car full of women all the way to 
Greenville. Now,, Hilderbrand, 
what would Shirley s'ay If she 
knew of these childish antics? 
 'OSCAR   SAYS  
that why doesn't someone tall 
"The Goat" Evans that he is a 
fish at Limestone.    Sucker that is. 
 OSCAR   SAYS  
that he (Oscar) hears that To.io 
is mighty happy these 'days to 
have Football company back in 
the fold and meeting Retreat with 
his Battalion. Seems it raises his 
ego to have a large battalion to 
lead. 
——OSCAR   SAY*  
that he (Oscar) 'cant understand 
where Boots (the lower state 
lover) AHman got the idea that 
all the girls were hot for his bodv. 
Oh well—maybe the fog will.clear 
one of these days. 
 ""C*»  SAYS-— 
that he (Oscar got word from 
R. B. (the Fatboy) Cromwell's rat 
that the Colonel was much put out 
when he lost one of his diamonds 
from his pajamas. Seems that 
the Fatboy was afraid that the 
girls would think he was a half- 
colonel. 
 OSCAR   SAYS  
that the degree of Homer Jones 
inebriation was even greater than 
usual on the Mobile trip. That's 
what cheap whiskey will do for 
you 
»   OSCAR   SAVS  
that "Bummy" (Peg O' My 
Heart) Townsend came in from 
Anderson the other night and his 
ole ladies started to rush him to 
the hospital before they found out 
it  wasn't  blood—just  lipstick. 
——OSCAR   SAVS  
that   "Hound   Dog"   Parr   yets 
away with murder. One of these 
days McCravy is going to catch 
up with him on his little after 
hours trips. 
 OPCAR  SAYS  
that the old campus is mighty 
quiet these days. Seems like there 
just isn't as much dirty work go- 
ing on as usual. He (Oscar) real- 
ly has a hard time digging up the 
dirt. Come on fellas, cut loose and 
raise a little hell once in a while. 
 OSCAR   SAYS  
that Hewer Richardson is sing- 
ing the blues these days. Doesn't 
he know that you just can't trust 
a woman? 
Don't Get Me Wrong, But. 
that Carl "Personality Kid" 
Wessinger is trying to "pull" down 
some good grades this time. Don't 
be so obvious, son. 
 OSCAR   SAYS—— 
that "Warthead" says he really 
raised much heck in Mobile. Get 
him to tell you about the women 
he conquered. He (Oscar) thinks 
that it is all a lot of hot air. Let's 
face it—Moorhead is an incurable 
bull-shooter. Maybe hel'll learn 
better when he gets a little older. 
 OSCAR   SAYS—— 
that "Colonel Crow" Childress 
and his "Cracked Up Platoon" is 
the pride of tht Quadrangle.' He 
(Oscar) hears that they plan to 
journey to Lower Slobovia to drill 
in the Toilet Bowl. Look out, Sen- 
ior Platoon! 
—O*CAR *AV«—— 
that "Colonel" Jefferson Davis 
McMahan, HI is laying plans for 
an all-out political campaign next 
pprlng. In case you haven't heard, 
he has an eye on the Senior Class 
Presidency. He (Oscar) wishes 
he was going to be around to see 
the fireworks. 
 OSCAR   »*Y«-—— 
that "We're the Rankist of the 
Rank" boys, Crtmwell and Sutton. 
have been arguing over who out- 
ranks who. According to the latest 
revision of FM 22-5, Cromwell 
does because he commands the 1st. 
 OSCAR   SAYS — 
that Col. Whitlaw gets an "Os- 
car's Oscar" for dubbing "Wart- 
head" and Cromwell "The Gold 
Dust Twins" for those Bop berets. 
He (Oscar) puts in his emphatic 
Amen on that onj. 
—OSCAR   »AYS—— 
that "Ambition* Al" (I'm be- 
ginning to  feel  my  rank)   Peters 
was peeved when Zorro wouldn't 
let him force a G. M. A. cadet to 
salute him in Atlanta last week. 
How darn far can this rank stuff 
go? 
 OSCAR   SAYS  
that Milton (The poor man's 
Jimmy Durante) Sweatman and 
Paul (Please don't call my love, 
"The Bat") Lunsford are getting 
all kinds of kicks as be^ng the most 
likely prospects as this semester's 
Oscars. He Oscar is being slight- 
ed. 
 OSCAR SAY*-— 
that the boys are still singing 
the "H. A. Song" to Sutton. Ain't 
it a crying shame? 
 OSCAR  SAYS—— 
that R. L. (I'm still a eat) Mc- 
Free Concerts To Give 
<fa*4 JiMt Ottivi golleae £W   Needed Entertainment 
* ' „  * f BILL CHAMNESS 
Hey, we got some fan mail. So 
it was only one letter, but it's a 
start. Let us know what you 
folks think about this column of 
ours. Any and all contributions 
will be welcomed with open arms, 
and chances are that you will see 
them in print.' Our box is 561 so 
some on now, let's keep the boys 
at the post office from loafing. 
By   LEROY   »AR 
A     recent     colored   applicant 
answered thus:  "Twlct a  week." 
Customer: "What doyou have 
in the shape of banana today?" 
Grocer: "Just cucurners, lady 
—just   cucumbers." 
(What do you know a clean 
joke for a change). 
equal and ran around telling peo- 
ple that all. men are made in the 
same way. 
—Orange Peel 
"Was he surprised when you 
said you wanted to marry his 
daughter?" 
"Was he! The gun nearly fell 
out of his hand." 
—Suffolk Journal 
Ypu can't always tellhow far 
a couple have gone in car by 
merely looking at the »pe(ometer. 
Joe: "How'd you get arrested?" 
Ed: "Well, you know how those 
three act plays go. First act they 
meet, second act they hold hands, 
and third act they kiss." 
Joe: "Yeah." 
Ed: "Well, I wrote a five act 
play." 
—Peel 
Heard in an incubator, ast one 
out is a rotten egg. 
Then there was the one about 
the high-salaried directors who 
were always trying" to make a 
little extra. 
One strawberry to anottr, "we 
wouldn't be in this jarr if we 
hadn't been caught in theed to- 
gether." 
It was a beautifl gown, but she 
only wore it to teas. 
—Peel 
"F-E-E-T," .exclaimed the 
teacher, "what does it spell, 
Mary?" 
"I dunno." 
"Well, what is it that a oow 
has four of and I have only two?" 
So Mary told her. 
-—Orange Peel 
He: "Where were you boi?" 
She; "On a grapefruit fim." . 
He:  "Well,  that   explans  a 
couple of things." 
"Shall I keep trying?" aslrj the 
absent-minded telephone orator 
who had just married artaged 
sugar daddy. 
The lads at the corner drug 
store were exchanging stories 
about their experiences with the 
opposite sex. 
"Aw," sniffed one, "Girls are 
a dime a dozen." 
"Gee" sighed a younger lad 
who had remained silent until 
now, "and all this time I'e been 
buying jelly beans." 
On a job application this ques-      Then there was the co-ecthatj 
tion appears: Martial Status. heard  that   all  men   are   c*ted 
Joe: "Do you know where vir- 
gin  wool comes from?" 
Moe: "No." 
Joe: "From sheep that run the 
fastest." 
8
In all probability the deadest void experienced in campus 
life at Clemson is Sunday afternoon. It has long been my 
personal policy to allot this portion of the Sabbath to catch- 
ing up on all my back studying, correspondence, and clean- 
ing up my abode. My goocUntentions are invariably thwart- 
ed, however by an irresistable lethargy that shackles me to 
my "beauty-rest" til the time appointed for baked ham with 
kerosene sauce. 
This ennui, which has plagued those of us who are re- 
pulsive to the girls from our sister schools, is on its miserable 
way out at last. The Clemson College Concert Committee, 
which, by the way, has done a bang-up job on the concerts 
in the past, has arranged to present a program of much need- 
ed Sunday afternoon entertainment. 
The completion of the football schedule always heralds 
a drawn-out succession of very inert weekends, and the ac- 
cepted practice is a mass exodus from the "shaded lanes" in 
favor of other climes impregnated with more activity. The 
reason for this disertion is more than obvious—Clemson has 
very little to offer that would encourage students to either 
stay on the campus or at least bring their girls and mothers 
back for a day at this tower of learning. 
• The concerts beginning this Sunday will go a long way 
toward injecting life into an otherwise dreary day. There 
is one thing that is sorely needed for weekend enlivenment. 
Clemson definitely bleeds for a suitable place in which to 
entertain a date. 
Virtually every major college or university in the coun- 
try has an establishment either on or off the campus which 
exudes collegiate atmosphere. It is here that intellectuals 
can gather" with their dates to play chess, darts, bridge or 
pinochle, dance, shoot the bull and have a social stein of dark 
lager. 
If managed properly an establishment of this sort could 
easily compare to the famous "Nassau Hall" at Princeton 
where many a young man, who later became renowned, has1 
enjoyed an evening's meditation or cheer in the dimly lighted 
hall of sociability. 
It is well known that today it is unheard of for a student 
to bring his date from one of the neighboring towns back 
to his alma mater to be a part of what should have a very 
definite place in every college education. The intamacy of 
gathering with fellow students and their dates in the infor- 
mal atmosphere of a collepe pub cannot be duplicated any- 
where else on earth. 
I realize, of course, that is is not practicable for the col- 
lege to operate a tavern of this sort, but, this is virgin terri- 
tory for private enterprise. With ingenuity and an eye for 
student likes and dislikes a personable manager could create 
a college meeting-place about which songs would be written 
and which would be dear to the heart of every5 Clemson stu- 
dent and alumnus. I feel that conduct would present no 
problem if the place lived up to the above qualifications. We 





The   collection   of   agricultural 
materials before 1926 was housed 
in Agricultural Hall, now the Li- 
brary Building.    This library was i 
called the ■ Experiment Station Li- 
brary  and  the  CLEMSON  COL- 
LEGE  CATALOG for  the fiscal^ 
year 1920-21 indicates that the 11-"' 
brary contained  1,900 bound vol- _ 
times of agricultural literature end .■•. 
reference works end from 6,000 
to 8,000 pamphlets, bulletins,, efielM 
At that time the library received 
about 125 current periodicals. .Mrs,ni„ 
Helen S. Torrenee was the libra—" 
rian in charge. 
In 1926 the interior of AgricuW, 
turai Hall was destroyed by fire 
and  a  great  deal  of  the  library 
material   was  burned.     The  mM.,f 
terials   which   were   saved   from 
fire were removed to the basement 
of the old Textile Building, now- 
the Physics Building,  and for a, 
time the library functioned there. 
Agricultural Hall was reconstruct-,; 
ed to serve as a library building . 
and the college library materials . 
were moved down from Tillman  * 
Hall. 
The agricultural materials of, 
of the Main Library and the %$•. 
ricultural materials saved from 
the Experiment Station Library 
were merged and formed the 
nucleus of the present Agricul- 
tural Reference Department of 
the Clemson College Library. 
The Agricultural Reference Ce-; " 
partment is located on the second 
floor   of   the   Library   Building,   ; 
south of the museum.    It may be '* 
reached- from   the   inside   stairs 
which are to the right of the'cir- 
culation desk in the main lobby. 
This department is maintain- 
ed for the use of the college 
faculty and student body, the 
South Carelina Experiment Sta- 
tion Staff, the South Carolina 
Extension Staff and residents of 
Clemson and nearby towns. 
The library materials in the de- ~ 
partment relate primarily to  ag- ? » 
riculture and to many allied sub- 
jects.    There are in the collection  -, 
about  15,000 bound volumes and 
5,000 unbound volumes. 
The   collection  is  composed   of 
various    types    of    material:  (1) 
Books; (2) Periodicals; (3) Exper- 
iment   Station   Publications   is- 
sed by the 48 Experiment Stations 
in the U. S. and some possessions; ■„.,, 
(4) U. S. Department of Agricul-. 
ture  Publications;   (5)   Extension' 
Service   Publications;    (6)    State 
Agricultural Department Publics- "* 
tions   and   (7)   Foreign   Public's-    ' 
tiona.P 
At   present   the   department   is 
receiving 481  current periodicals. 
Of this number 410 are domestic 
publications  and  71  are foreign. , 
Approximately 200 titles are re.-,,., 
ceived   as   gift   subscriptions   or, 
through   exchange.     The   current 
issues of the periodicals are ka&t 
on  display  racks  in the reading, - 
room and the backfires are shelved 
in the stack area which opens on  . 
to the reading room. 
Since the collection is com- 
posed largely of reference ma- 
terial, periodicals, bulletins, etc. 
(items 3-7) these Hems de not 
circulate but may be used in the 
Library Building-. Books with 
cards in the back may circulate 
for a period of two weeks. 
Two   recent   accessions   to   the"" 
library which are of particular in- ' 
tereat are: 1. U. S. Department of 
Agriculture.    Yearbook  of  Agri-'"'' 
culture for 1949. 
This is an unusually attractive 
volume and it is well indexed. "A    - 
word about the organization of the 
material   in   the   Yearbook.     We" 
consider first the tree as a unit, a 
living  thing;   next,   the  tree  as 
member   of   a    small   group—in 
cities and around homes; finally, 
trees   growing  together   in   wooq " 
lots, groves, and forests, large and 
small.    The  main  section  of  the 
bookends  with   chapters  on;  spe- 
cific problems and values—insects, 
fire,  recreation,  wildlife,  forestry ~ 
and   economic   importance. 
The last part of the book is in-, 
tended to furnish additional help; 
—lists,  charts,  tables,   a glossery   ^~ 
of unusual terms, and referencess 
for reading—for those who  wish 
to pursue the subject further. For 
many persons the fourth  section 
will be the most useful of all. Al- 
fred Stefferud.    The Editor, 
2. Camp, W. H., Rickett, H. W. 
and Weatherby, C. A., compilers. 
International rules of botanical 
nomenclature, formulated by the, 
International   Botanical   Congress 
of Vienna, 1905, Brussels, 1910 and 
Cambridge,   1930.     Adopted   and (, , 
revised by the International Bo- ' 
tapfcal Congress, Amsterdam, 1935. 
2d printing.    Chronica    Botanica,    ,' 
1948. 
It Is the policy of the library, 
whenever possible, to supply all 
reference requests made by stu- 
dents or members of the faculty . ■ 
or research staff. 
During   the   period   1926-1949, 
three professional librarians have 
been in charge of the Agricultural c 
Reference Department   Ther are: 
Miss Cornellia A. Graham. 1926- 
1932. 
Miss Antionette H. Earle. 15.32- 
1941. 
Mr. John Goodman 194l-to date. 
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Military Students Make Trip To Atlanta Auto Depot 
Junior Ordnance (lass Visits Atlanta 
General Depot School November 15 
The Junior Class of the Ord- 
nance Section visited the Ord- 
nance Automotive School, Atlanta 
General Depot, Atlanta," Georgia, 
oh Tuesday, November 15. Upon 
arrival, the group was met by 
Lt. Col. Lawther fend Major 
Smith, executive officer and sec- 
retary of the school. After a 
brief orientation the cadets were 
conducted on the tour. 
The remaining' morning hours 
and the first part of the after- 
noon was spent in seeing how the 
school conducts in Basic Automo- 
tive   Mechanics,   Advanced    En-^to a peacefui WOrld" will be the 
gines,  and    Inspector    Foreman, 
Body Work,'Metal work, Welding, 
and Foundry Practice. 
Also a brief tour of the storage 
area was conducted after lunch, 
during which time the cadets 
saw many different types1 of vehi- 
cles in long term storage. They 
were next shown various methods 
of packaging and preserving, for 
storage and shipment. One of 
the last places toured was the 
Base Shop, which is contained in 
one building covering an area of 
seven and one-half acres. The 
most interesting features were 
the mass production engine as- 
sembly lines and the ttws rebuild- 
ing section. 
The group which made this tour 
included: Capt. W. L. Bynum, 
Ordnance Instructor, and Cadets 
Alexander, J. K., Arnold, T. R., 
Carr, William G., Duncan, Roy 
E., Evatt, Alton H., Hammond, 
Julian C, Hare, John F., Kinard, 
Rupert H., Knight, Edwin R., 
LeGrand, Dexter C, and Leysath, 
H. H. 
Also, Livingston, M. W., Magill, 
Henry F., McLeod,- Herbert E., 
Morrah, Samuel P. Ill, Nichols, 
Cannon, S., Sanderson, James L., 
Shields, James M., Jr., and Shuler, 
William A. 
Also, Simpson, D. M., Jr., 
Smith, William B., Stanley, Tho- 
mas E., Thurston, Malcolm G., 
West, Charley E., Witt, David H, 
and Woodward, Arthur O., Jr. 
Clemson Gets 
(Continued from Page 1) 
ministration, and a Clemson alum- 
nus, and his associates, took up 
the.project and followed the plan 
through from its inception to its 
successful conclusion. An arrange- 
ment has been made whereby the 
project is financed by the New 
York State Bank at no cost to 
Clemson or South Carolina. All 
funds borrowed are insured by the 
Federal Housing Administration. 
The faculty apartment building 
•will be situated on what is now 
called "Hotel Hill" overlooking 
Bowman Field and will stretch 
from that point to the intersection 
of the Anderson and Greenville 
Highways. It will be built of re- 
inforced concrete and masonry, 
completely fireproof, and will 
have a basement with eight ad- 
ditional floors with two self ope- 
rating elevators. 
The Clemson House, as the pro- 
ject is to be called will have 150 
apartments, seventy-two efficiency 
type, two room units; sixty-six 
one bedroom, three room apart- 
ments; and twelve two bedroom, 
four and one-half room apart- 
ments. All units will have kit- 
chens and private baths. 
■ Individual housing units will be 
constructed of the most efficient 
materials, and will be of the most 
modern architectural standards. 
Steam heat will be furnished 
through a centralized heating unit 
using oil. 
Architectural planning was un- 
dertaken by Clemson men of the 
well known firm of William G. 
Lyles, Bissett, Carlisle, and Wolff, 
of Columbia, outstanding archi- 
the landscape work. In additien 
South. Patchen and Zimmerman 
of Augusta, Ga., Engineers, were 
associated with the architects, 
and Eugene R. Martini of Decatur, 
Ga., associated in connection with 
the landscap work. In addition 
to the architectural work the sup- 
port of Gilmer Petroff, assistant 
professor of architecture, who pro- 
cessed the initial sketches; the 
work of David Watson, Superin- 
tendent of Buildings and Grounds; 
and the invaluable aid of J. C. 
Littlejohn and Dean S. B. Earle of 
the School of Engineering helped 
to further the project along. 
Engineers Annual 
Meeting In New York 
Dean S .B. Earle and Dr. J. H. 
Sams are attending the annual 
meeting of the A. S. M. E., whose 
headquarters is Hotel Astor, New 
York, N. Y. 
"The   engineers   'contribution 
theme of the meeting to be held 
Nov. 27-Dec. 2 ., 
Lillian M. Gilbreath, who will 
speak on "What is Human Engi- 
neering," and H. J. Gough, presi- 
dent of the Institution of Mechan- 
ical Engineers, who will talk on 
"May We Co-operate?", will head 
the list of honored speakers at the" 
president's luncheon and ban- 
quet. 
Topics that will be presented on 
the programs include such papers 
as: wood finishes for pianos and 
fine furniture, isotopes as tools of 
engineering, new techniques in 
air-cargo handling, performance 
of the Illinois smokeless furnace 
in homes, potentialities of a 4000 
horsepower gas turbine locomo- 
tiv* for passenger service, and 
others. These topics illustrate the 
turn of the thoughts of engineers 
toward strengthening the props 
of the American standard of liv- 
ing. 
Each of the many topics will be 
presented by an author who is 
an expert in his field. This will 
open the office doors to men 
who have special talent and in- 
formation  to   contribute. 
The eyes of professional men 
today are turning toward junior 
engineers, and to represent their 
interest, a symposium on what 
1950 holds for the junior engineer 
will be presented at the meeting. 
M. M. Boring, General Electric 
Company, Schenectady, N. Y., 
will tell what thft large corpora- 
tion offers a young engineer. Cros- 
by Field, president, Flakice Cor- 
poration, Brooklyn, N. Y., who 
believes strongly that many young 
engineers are stepping over op- 
portunity when they rush to 
large corporation jobs, will speak 
on the young engineers future in 
small companies.' To bring an 
end to the junior engineers,, meet- 
ing, R. R. Behlow who, as re- 
gional director of the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics in New York 
City, will discuss the general em- 
ployment picture. 
Approximately 120 hours of dis- 
cussions, lectures, and ' dinners 
are on the schedule for this an- 
nual meeting of the A. S. M. E. 
Clemson cadets, members of the junior class of the Ordnance 
section Clemson Cadets, are shown above as they inspect the 
Ordnance Automotive School at the Atlanta General Depot. The 
cadets visited the school on Nov. 15, touring the different areas 
and shops of the base. 
"(how Hounds" Consume Much Food; 
Emily Post Eaters Dwindling Away 
By GRADY DANIEL 
On my many trips to and from 
the mess hall, I have noticed cer- 
tain "messers" (eaters) who re- 
main long hours after everyone 
has left, just sitting. (At least they 
just appear to sit.) 
When I behold this queer sight, 
I wonder just what is the attrac- 
tion? Could it be women? Is it 
the food (your own personal opin- 
ion)? I doubt very seriously if it 
could be the former because this 
little item is quite scarce not only 
here but at many other men's in- 
stitutions. 
Nevertheless, let us proceed to 
the business at hand. You have 
no doubt noticed that there are 
numerous species of these strag- 
glers which come under the class 
"Gluttus de Victualus" or perhaps 
better known by the ^ommon 
name of "Chow Hounds." All can 
be distinguished by their unlimit- 
able power of devouring any and 
everything palatable. Now that 
we have somewhat of an under- 
standing as to exactly what these 
creatures really are let us see Kow 
each type differs. 
.Type No. 1. The Early-Bird 
Gobbler (scientific name: Chow 
Hound A. emmus) This parti- 
cular chow hound appears to be 
J. L Burrel! 
Mli 
Music Room Purchases 
Long-Play Records 
The music room, located in the 
basement of the library, recently 
added to its collection several rew 
albums , of Columbia "Micro- 
grooe" records. 
"Christmas Music," including 
well known carols, by Morton 
Gould and "Popular Piano Selec- 
tions" by Oscar Levant were 
among the recent additions. 
Other new albums include an 
"A'bum of Latin American Songs" 
by the dePaur Infantry Chorus 
and an "Album of Chopin Favor- 
ites", by Gregory Sandor. 
Technical Writing 
(Continued from Page 1) 
The gist of Dr. Gray's plan is to 
assign English teachers to each 
engineering department for work 
with students in planning and re- 
vising term papers, theses and 
technical reports. 
Similar objectives are being 
sought in other engineering col- 
leges in this country. While less 
than half of them are requiring 
courses in applied composition, a 
good many are trying, in one way 
or another, to tie in the practice 
of sound writing more closely with 
each student's major subject of 
study. 
At the University of Texas, for 
example, an instructor in English 
is a member of the chemistry staff. 
A grader in English is attached to 
the departments of mechanical 
and electrical engineering, Uni- 
versity of Iowa. 
Another step to be taken this 
year eventually may bring all of 
the Institute's 4,200 undergradu- 
ates into the new program of ap- 
plied composition. Every fresh- 
man must take the basic course in 
Chemistry. Their technical re- 
ports on chemistry will be sub- 
mitted for correction in English. 
Next year they will all have a 
similar experience in another 
basic study, possibly physics. Then, 
in the second semester of their 
sophomore year, as they enter 
their special fields of study, the 
program is expected to be far 
enough along for them to practice 
applied composition in the course 
best adapted to it. Each follow- 
ing semester, until gradation, 
would carry the practice forward. 
Spartanburg Club Will 
Hold Meeting Dec. 6 
The final meeting of the Spar- 
tanburg Country Club before the 
Christmas holidays will be held 
in the Y Club room number two, 
Tuesday, December 6 at 6:45 p. 
m. Plans will be completed for 
the Christmas dance to be held 
December 21, at the Spartanburg 
Country Club. 
Invitations will be given out to 
the members. All numbers and 
prospective members are asked to 
attend so that plans may be com- 
pleted and dues paid. 
Magazine Editor Talks 
To Journalism Class 
. J. L. Burrell, editor of the Cen- 
tral of Georgia Railway Magazine, 
was guest speaker at Professor J. 
D. Lane's journalism class last 
Monday. 
Mr. Burrell told the class how 
the magazine is published and 
discussed its purpose. He explain- 
ed that his publication prints news 
that is of interest to the employees 
of the railway. 
Mr. Burrell also answered ques- 
tions concerning the magazine and 
like publications. 
-■ very foggy but in reality is very 
alert, when it comes to eating, al- 
though he never knows what he 
eats. 
In the morning he sits sleepily 
ai-' the breakfast table dozing 
quietly. When the word "rest" is 
spoken he unconsciously bursts 
forth with life, grabs the first bowl 
or platter nearest him, dumps 
half its contents into his plate and 
passes it on.       , 
The rest of the food he receives 
as it is passed to him. 
Wher^his plate becomes heaped 
with "goolosh" he automatically 
digs in, continuing to fill' and 
empty his plate as many times as 
possible before the second "rest." 
Disadvantage: He may catch up 
on his sleep, but he never knows 
what he has eaten. This is a fatal 
condition. 
Type No. 2. The Annual or 
Year-Round -Hound (scientific 
name: Always Eatus). This type 
could be any normal or abnormal 
person Usually dependant upon 
the size pants he wears. Woe unto 
any table that possesses one of 
these! 
This chow hound also heaps his 
plate with victuals and quickly 
disposes of them by the "down- 
the-hatch" method. After com- 
pleting this round, he refills his 
plate over and over again until 
only he and a few of his comrades 
remain. His only fault is that 
he doesn't know what the word 
"limit" means; instead of looking 
the word up in a dictionary, he 
uses his costly automatic stopper. 
By this I mean that he con- 
tinues stuffing until something 
gives way under the strain, name- 
ly his belt or the buttons on his 
pants. > 
Disanvantages: There are two 
main disadvantages to this type; 
1. He has the responsibility of 
turning off the lights in the mess 
hall when he leaves; and 2. He has 
to spend money in order to supply 
himself with belts, belt buckles, 
buttons, etc., to ^replace the 
damaged ones. 
Type No. 3. The Single-Track- 
Jack or "Will Soon Be Ready For 
Freddy" type (scientific name: 
Picky unish about Eatus). This 
person usually resembles a corn- 
stalk or stick and may even 
possess the name "stick." He is 
definitely particular and adhers 
to one speficif delicacy. 
If his delacacy is fish, he gets 
fed only once a week hence the 
name "Mohot" (Gandy), or 
"stick." 
If his delicacy is desert, he only 
eats at the end of each meal. 
Disadvantages: When standing 
sidewise he is invisible; he would 
have to drink a glass of lemonade 
to make a shadow. 
Type No. 4. The Scavangehound 
(scientific name: Buzzardus Scav- 
agingus). This chow hound is first 
cousin to his brother-in-law's, 
grandfather's, son's, nephew on 
the neutral side. 
The only difference between the 
two, being that the Sctevange- 
hound constantly plunders the 
mess hall after everyone else has 
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To Hold Meeting 
The Western Carolinas Section 
of the American Chemical Society 
will hold its December meeting 
on Wednesday, December 7, at 
Epps's Eating Place. An ad- 
dress will be delivered by Doctor 
F. F. Blicke on "The Search for 
Therapeutic Agents in the Thei- 
phene Series." 
Dr. Blicke attended the Tech- 
nische Hochschule, Berlin-Char- 
lottenburg, from 1912 to 1915. He 
then transferred to the Univer- 
sity of Michigan where he received 
a B.S. degree in 1916 and Ph.D. in 
1921. In the interim, he spent 
the year 1917-18 as a research as- 
sociate at the University of Chi- 
cago. 
Since 1921 Dr. Blicke has been 
associated with the University of 
Michigan, as an instructor and 
assistant professor of organic 
chemistry" until 1926; assistant 
professor of pharmaceutical chem- 
istry, 1926-29; associate profes- 
sor of pharmaceutical 1929-35; 
and professor of pharmaceutical 
chemistry thereafter. 
Scientific journals have pub- 
lished a number of Dr. Blicke's 
papers on the following subjects: 
trivalent carbon, organic arseni- 
cals, local anesthetics, hyponotics, 
germicides,  and analgesics. 
Dr. Blicke is a member of the 
American Chemical       Society 
(chairman, University of Mich- 
igan Section; past chairman, Divi- 
sion of Medicinal Chemistry), 
American Pharmaceutical Asso- 
ciation; Research Club, Sigma XI, 
Phil Lambda Upsilon, and Rho 
Chi. 
Episcopal Women To 
Sponsor Bazaar Dec. 2 
The Woman's Auxiliary of the 
Holy Trinity Episcopal Church 
will sponsor a bazaar at the Epis- 
copal Parish House on Friday, 
December 2, from 3 p. m. until 7 
t>. m. 
One of the special features of 
the sale will be the auctioning of 
a watercolor which was painted 
by Professor Gilmer Petroff of the 
Clemson Architecture Department. 
A snack bar will be operated, 
and a "fish pond" and a movie 
will be operated for children. 
Gifts will be wrapped for a 
small charge by the members of 
the auxiliary. 
Miscellaneous gifts, flowers, and 
children's clothes will also be of- 
fered for sale. 
left, searching vvainly for some 
type food that he has missed on 
his thirteenth helping. 
Disadvantages: He usually leads 
a miserable life because-he is con- 
stantly injured by the mobs of 
cooks whe& the "go" signal is 
given by the head cook. 
Also he has a great deal of 
competition as the cooks are en- 
titled to a few eats from the mess 
hall themselves. 
These are only a few of the 
main species; they are acute cases 
of "gluttonitus;" avoid dining with 
them, if possible. If .you are com- 
pelled to dine with them, be care- 
ful or you may develop into a full- 
fledged  chow hound yourself. 
Moral: If you simply must be a 
chow hound, invent a new species! 
Engineer Positions 
Announced By CSC 
Examinations have been an- 
nounced by the U. S. Civil Service 
Commission for Highway Engineer 
Trainee, Highway Engineer, and 
Highway Bridge Engineer. These 
positions, which pay from $2,650 
to $3,825 a year, are mainly in the 
Bureau of Public Roads of the De- 
partment of Commerce in Wash- 
ington, D. C, and throughout 
the country. A few positions may 
also be filled outside the United 
States. 
To qualify for highway engi- 
neer trainee positions paying 
$2,650 to $3,100 a year, appli- 
cants must pass a written test 
and, in addition, must have had 
college study in civil engineer- 
ing. For the $3,100 positions, 
appropriate engineering exper- 
ience may be substituted for the 
required college study. 
Applicants for highway engi- 
neer or highway bridge engineer 
positions, which pay $3,825 a year, 
must, in addition to passing the 
written test, have had one year 
of professional highway or high- 
way bridge engineering experi- 
ence or have completed the re- 
quirements for the master's de- 
gree in engineering. Applications 
will be accepted from students 
who expect to complete the re- 
quired courses not later than June 
30, 1950. 
The U. S. Civil Service Com- 
mission has announced an exami- 
nation for Physical Science Aid to 
fill positions paying from $2,200 
to $3,100 in various Federal 
agencies in Washington, D. C, and 
vicinity. The optional branches 
covered by this examination are 
chemistry, physics, metallurgy, 
Dean Brown 
(Continued from Page 1) 
hibition was presented in Eng- 
land, at which textile machinery 
concerns of the United States, 
Italy, Switzerland, England, and 
France  participated. 
"The problems of the English 
textile concerns are different 
from those in America," said 
Dean Brown, "because they cater 
to a higher class market by pro- 
ducing small quantities of many 
patterns, and they also obtain or- 
ders for products in advance." 
The manufacturers in England 
believe that serving a high class 
market with a better product is 
better than going into the mass 
production .of cotton goods. Ac- 
cording to Dr. Brown, very few 
mills do their own spinning and 
weaving. 
"There are many mills which 
do nothing but doubling, others do 
weaving only, and still • others 
are finishing mills. The manu- 
facturers are very favorable to- 
wards mule spinning rather than 
ring spinning, though it requires 
more time, a better quality yarn 
is  produced,"   he  concluded 
Dean Brown returned to the 
United States aboard the Queen 
Elizabeth ,and he arrived on the 
Clemson campus on Friday, No- 
vember 25. 
He states his trip was very en- 
joyable, and he believes that the 
English textile problems will be 
cleared up in time. 
Y" Delegation Will    Johnson To Go To 
Give Program At VPI 
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, of the 
Clemson YMCA, announced today 
that a group from the Y will travel 
to Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
and Rad-Tech, where they will 
present special programs of in- 
terest to the students. The group 
which leaves Wednesday, Novem- 
ber 30, includes, in addition to Mr. 
Holtzendorff; Wayne Ballentine, 
J. F. Craig, Jimmy Cushman, 
Warren Cousins, and Bill Gaillard. 
It was also announced that a 
delegation from Winthrop College 
will conduct Vesper Services on 
Sunday, December 4. There will 
be two services, one at 2:20 p. m. 
and another at 6:20 p. m. 
geology, mathematics, and other 
branches of physical science ex- 
cept meteorology. 
To qualify for these positions, 
all applicants will be required 
to take a written test. In ad- 
dition, for positions paying $2,- 
450 and above, they must have 
had from 1 to 4 years of appro- 
priate experience in the physi- 
cal sciences. For the higher 
grades, part of this experience 
must have been* in a specific 
branch of physical science, de- 
pending upon the position for 
which application is made. Per- 
tinent education may be sub- 
stituted for the required experi- 
ence. 
The age limits, 18 to 62 years, 
will be waived for veterans. 
Further information and appli- 
cation forms may be obtained 
from most first-and second-class 
post offices, from civil service reg- 
ional offices or from the U. S. 
Civil Service Commission, Wash- 
ington 25, D. C. Applications must 
be received in the Commission's 
Washington office not later than 
December 13,  1949. 
National Meeting 
A national conclave of Alpha 
Tau Alpha will be held in con- 
nection with the annual conven- 
tion of the American Vocational 
Association at Atlantic City, New . 
Jersey, during the week of De- \ 
cember 6-13. 
The Clemson chapter, Kappa, 
will be represented at the meet- 
ing by T. E. Johnson, first vice j 
president of the chapter. His 
trip will be sponsored by Dr. P. , 
S. McCollum, owner and ope- 
rated of the L. C. Martin, Drug 
Company. 
Johnson will give a report to 
the delegates from the 13 active 
chapters when, they convene. He I 
will be the second Clemson dele- 
gate to attend the annual con- 
clave. Frank Hart represented 
the local chapter at the conven- 
tion which was held in Milwau- 
kee last year. 
Alpha Tau Alpha is an organi- 
zation composed of young men!,, 
who are in training in prepara- 
tion to teach vocational agricul- 
ture and tends to aid and promote 
a professional spirit in the teach- 
ing of this course. Julian Ham- 
mond is president of the Clemson 
chapter, and Prof. B. H. Strib-'" 
ling is faculty advisor to the. 
group. 
Morgan Attends Natl. 
Poultry Conference 
Prof.   C.  L.  Morgan,  head   of 
Clemson's oultry Department, rep- 
resented the college- at a confer- . 
ence of the National Poultry Feed' 
BoPard held Nov. 14th and 15th- 
at Baltimore, Md. 
The Board is composed of repre- 
sentatives from college and uni- 
versity poultry departments in 
the eastern and southern states. 
The Board serves in an advisory 
capacity to farmer cooperative or- 
ganizations   concerning the  most- 
effective poultry rations. 
We Sell the Material.... 
Ortwein Tailoring Co. of Rome, Ga. 
Does the Work. 
SEE US FOR 
YOUR CLOTHING NEEDS 
EXCELSIORMILLS STORE 
COMPLIMENTS 
SAM'S  LUNCH 
GREENVILLE, S. C. 
CLEMSON STUDENTS ALWAYS WELCOME 
J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY 
GREENVILLE SOUTH CAROLINA 
I "A Man Hasn't 
ji   a Chance in an 
§  Arrow 
t  White Shirt!" JP 
Quite right, young-man-about-to-live-in-a-cavel 
5 Their perfect-fitting, good looking collars are downright 
J irresistible. They can "take it," too, and will give you 
J» long, hard wear. Your choice of broadcloth or oxford— 
£ regular or French cuffs. $3.65 up. 
I   ARRO W SHIRTS 
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Both Arrow's Dart and Dale give you that neat non- 
wilt collar that needs no starch and stays fresh all day. 
Both are Sanforized (shrinkage less than 1%). Both 
have buttons that are anchored on to stayl 
Both should be seen—drop in todayl 
ARROW DART—long wearing broadcloth $3.65. 
ARROW DAI,E-extra:quality broadcloth $4.50. 
(Regular or French Cuffs) 
Stewart - Merritt Co., Inc. 
16 South Main Street Greenville, S. C. 
i 
i 
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Clemson Cagers Play Georgia In Athens Sat. 
«9s 
*s> Jiger 
%     'UNSUCCESSFUL SEASON? 
Did the Clemson tootball team have an unsuccessful 
campaign this fall?  .1 hardly think they did. 
At the beginning of the season Coach Howard read- 
ily admitted that his boys wouldn't be able to stand up 
under the "big-time" schedule that they would be play- 
ing. What the "Head" meant was that they wouldn't be 
able to salvage more than half of their games, for they 
definitely did play the type football that benefits a Tiger 
eleven. True they did win only four tilts, but not 
one game did they drop that should have been theirs. 
The Tigers took in tow the Presbyterian eleven, N. C 
State, Duquesne and Furman; they dropped hard fought bat- 
tles to Rice. South Carolina, Wake Forest and Boston College 
and gained ties with Mississippi State and Auburn. It seems 
that every team we went up against were primed for the 
Tigers. It is an accepted fact that South Carolina points all 
years for one game—the Clemson tilt. Now I'm not knocking 
Carolina, but Frank Howard plays each game as it comes, and 
that is exactly as it should be. Rice gave Clemson their worst 
licking in several years, but they won the Southwest Con- 
ference title and finished the season as the sixth ranking 
eleven in the U. S. Neither South Carolina nor Wake Forest 
had good seasons, but both had strong aggregations, especial- 
ly against' the Tigers. Offensively, Clemson had the best 
team in the jtate, defensively they didn't. Next year, with 
the valuable experience the sophs picked up and some help 
from the frosh coming us, the Tigers will again be the power j 
in the state and probably the conference. 
Rather then criticise, the Tiger team and coaching 
staff should be c ngratulated for their showing this year. 
Except on one or two occasions, they played fine ball, 
and they always played as well as they were capable of 
playing. None of us ever saw a Clemson team quit. This 
one demonstrated this by the way they came back 
against the Wake Forest and Boston College elevens. 
I, for one, think they gave their all in every garne. 
~       ALL-SOUTHERN SELECTIONS 
Fred C ne was placed on the AP second team All- 
Southern, a squad supposedly picked by sports writers 
and coaches in the Southern Conference. On this "Dream 
Team" there were eight men from North Carolina 
schools, two from Virginia schools and one from Mary- 
land. There is only one c nclusion that I can get from 
this team—Where there is publicity, there are stars. 
Bill Gregus was chosen in place of our Fred Cone. I've 
seen Gregus in several games and no one can convince me 
that he is Cone's equal. On the INS squad, Cone was picked 
on the defensive first team, and he hasn't played five minutes 
of defensive ball the entire season. On the offensive back- 
field there were two University of Virginia back listed, and 
Virginia isn't even in the Southern Conference. But wh , 
or what, is the INS?    I have not the slightest idea. 
United Press did much better than the other two. 
They placed our boy on the first team, exactly where he 
should be. I'm inclined to believe that UP is more au- 
thoritative than either of the other two. Ray Matthews 
and Gene Moore were both given nods on the second 
team. 
I wonder what our boys would do if they played for some 
North Carolina school and had the North . Carolina sports 
writers backing -'em? 
ODDS AND ENDS 
.-•< From an article in the Duquesne Duke (school paper) 
by Joe Mihalich: "Halfbacks Carl Hendley, Jim Manos and 
Jack Carothers round out the attacking force and provide 
an ample force bf headaches for the Dukes to contend with 
tomorrow. Manos, a 190 pound left-handed passer who also 
handles the punting chores, is also expected to be a major 
thorn in the Dukes' side. 
I surely hope ole Jim Manos will be back with the 
Tigers next year. We can't afford to let a man of his 
ability get away from Tigertown. After watching Wof- 
ford's Terriers trounce Newberry Saturday, I realize 
that they have a great team—in their own league! Don't 
let those Wofford boys kid you, they don't want to play 
Clemson.    Clemson is big time football, Wofford isn't. 
Bengal Quint Set For Tilt With'Dogs 
Saturday; Haugk And Snee To Lead Way 
Beat Georgia! This is the cry that may be heard echoing 
through the fieldhouse every night at Clemson's basketball 
Tigers prepare for their season opener Saturday evening with j 
the Bulldogs in Athens. The Bengals caterss have been 
pointing to this fray with blood in thir eyes because they 
haven't forgotten that the Athens men of last year won both ' 
tilts, one a thrilling two point victory at Clemson. 
Coach Banks McFadden has back* 
in camp six men around whom -he   ed  awa    to Ciemson in  the  face 
hopes to build a winning aggrega- 
tion. In addition to these veteran 
hoopsters, he is depending upon 
several sophomores up from last 
year's freshman five. 
MANY MISSING 
However, the Tiger mentor has 
his worries, too, for he lost four 
men from last season's starting 
quint. Perhaps the most notable 
of these is June Pruitt, fancy point 
maker from Greer, who thrilled 
Tig followers for four years with 
his amazing trick shots and bril- 
liant ball handling. Pruitt will 
be sorely missed when the cagers 
take the floor Saturday night. 
Another Tiger whose services 
will be greatly missed is Green- 
ville's Leonard Riddle, one of the 
most capable long-shot artists ever 
to don a purple and orange uni- 
form. Riddle is still on the cam- 
pus, but has used up his eligibility. 
The third one of the foursome 
is Frank Gillespie, one of the most 
brilliant athletes ever to enroll 
at Clemson. Gillespie's main 
talent was on the gridiron, but this I 
didn't stop him from ranking up j 
front  as  a  dependable basketeer. j 
Last of the absentees comes in I 
the form of Dwight Bell, another \ 
reliable eager who divided his 
time between the center and for- : 
ward position. Bell's effectiveness j 
under the backboards played a ' 
large part in what success the 
Tigers /enjoyed last year. 
So much for the team that won't 
be  playing.    Two    seniors,    Jim 
Reynolds  and  W.  A.  Holshouser, 
are being heavily counted upon to 
bolster the stocks of the Bengals 
in the basketball world. This two- 
some played a lot of good, hard 
ball last year and are out to'make 
this  last  year  the  best  one  yet. i 
Reynolds  was   particularly   noted i 
for his accurate set shot from the j 
corner on the  court while  Hols- I 
houser's specialty    was    a    pivot ! 
shot.    Both boys were invaluable ! 
as far as under the basket play i 
is concerned.    ' 
SNEE, HAUGK COUNTED UPON 
A second duo who will undoubt- 
edly come in for more than their 
share of play are John Snee and 
Doug Haugk. These men played 
together with a service team and 
formed a dazzling combination 
that opponents find most difficult 
to stop. It was a gala day for the 
Tigers when these two were spirit- 
y t  (Jl  i  
of numerous offers they had re- 
ceived from other schools. Snee 
and Haugk were at the top Ben- 
gal scoring parade last year and 
are expected to give a repeat per- 
formance. Julius Townsend, a 
Florida boy who is also a track 
star, will be playing his second 
year of varsity ball for the Tigers. 
"Bummy" showed remarkable 
progress from his guard slot and 
will see a considerable amount of 
duty. Townsend is very danger- 
qus when he takes a shot from in- 
side the inner circle. 
A sixth returnee back in the 
lair is Jack Neel, an Owenboro, 
Ky., product, who was the fastest 
man on the squad last year. His 
spirited play and sparkling team- 
work makes him a valuable man. 
Although Neel is presently suffer- 
ing from a foot injury, he is ex- 
pected to be ready to do his share 
for the Country Gentleman hoop- 
men. 
Tall, lanky Ronnie Richardson 
is being hailed as a valuable con- 
tribution from last year's frosh 
squad. The six foot, six inch cen- 
ter is rapidly shaping into a top- 
notch basketeer. 
Tar Heels Garner 
Conference Laurels 
North Carolina's Tar Heels 
Heels knocked over the University 
of Virginia this past Saturday, 4- 
7, but this had no bearing on the 
outcome of the Southern Confer- 
ence Championship, as they had 
already clinched that by edging 
the Duke Blue Devils the previous 
Saturday, 21-20. The Tar Heels 
registered 5 conference wins 
against no losses to beat out Mary- 
land, who finished second with 
four wins against no losses for a 
perfect league standing but fell 
one  short  of North   Carolina. 
Washington and Lee, who play- 
ed only a light conference sche- 
dule, finished third with a 3-1 
record, followed by Duke and Wil- 
liam and Mary, each with 4 wins 
and 2 losses. 
The Citadel is currently in the 
sixth spot but still has one game 
left with the University of South 
Carolina Gamecocks. A loss to 
the Gamecocks would throw the 
Bulldogs into a seventh place tie 
with Clemson's Tigers. The Tigers 
are now in eighth place with two 
victories against as many defeats. 
Davidson and Virginia Tech 
have the bottom spot all to them- 
selves. Each has dropped five 
conference tilts while winning 
only one. Both have completed 
their seasons and any loss by any 
other eleven will not alter their 
standings. 
Ragiii Ray Passes For Three Markers And 
Scampers 68 Yards For Winning Score 
On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place 
COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND 
COOKIES 
(OX SANDWICH & SPECIALTY CO. 
Easley, South Carolina 
Students at Clemson 
LOOK SHARP WITH CLOTHES 
LAUNDERED AT 
CADET  LAUNDRY 
Frank Dillard, Mgr. 
Intramural Cagers 
Prepare For Action 
By J. ROY COOPER 
With Touch Football over, the 
attention of students is turned to 
basketball with the week of No- 
vember 28-December 3 open for 
teams to get organized and do 
some practicing and goal shoot- 
ing. It is expected that every R. 
O. T. C. Company will have a 
team and companies do not need 
to turn in a list of players. Lists 
of players for veterans teams in 
basketball are coming in and 
those who wish to enter a team 
must have their lists turned in 
not later than December 2. 
All  games  will  be played  at 
night   with   2   games   on   each 
court.    The  varsity  and  fresh- 
man teams are practicing in the 
afternoons   from   5:00   to   7:00, 
so   the   first   intramural   games 
will   begin   at   7:00   p.   m.,   the 
second games at 7:45.    Because 
of the close schedule on which 
we must operate, It will be nec- 
essary   to- have   teams   on   the 
floor ready to play at the time 
scheduled. 
Because of limited facilities for 
dressing    rooms,    the    Intramural 
players are asked to dress in their 
rooms.     However,    in     order   to 
avoid   so   much   sand   coming   in 
on the court, players must change 
to basketball shoes after they get 
to the    gym.    All    players must 
wear   rubber   sole   shoes   on   the 
court (preferably shoes with 
WHITE  rubber  soles). 
Intramural games will consist 
i of two halves of 15 minutes each, 
! instead of the regulation 20 min- 
;
 ute halves. Official basketball 
! rules will apply in all games ex- 
cept for the length of games. 
Eligibility of players— 
(a) Any regular basketball 
player shall not be eligible to 
participate. 
(b) Any player listed with a 
team is not eligible to play with 
any other team. 
(c) Teams may be made up as 
follows: 
1. R. O. T. C. Companies 
2. Veterans teams from any one 
(1) barracks. (Men on veterans 
teams must play with -the team 
from the barracks in» which they 
live). 
3. Any   organized   club   that   is 
\ recognized by the college. 
Get your teams organized with 
j a  list   of   players   turned   in   this 
Week'.    Regular games begin next 
i Monday, December 5. 
By DICK RAINES 
Clemson's Tigers struck quickly 
on four occasions in the last half 
to down an inspired Furman Hur- 
rican 28 to 21, before 20,000 fans 
in reenville's Sirrine Stadium. 
The    Tigers continued    their 
win streak over the Purple Hur- 
ricane although this year's win 
wasn't   as   impressive   as   last 
season's   victory.     Furman   put 
on a splendid fourth quarter of- 
fensive show, but the Wind was 
one    touchdown    short   at    the 
final gun.   Ed Jasonek, Furman 
fullback, turned   in   a   sterling 
game  for the  Hurricane.    Ray 
Ma thews was  the big  gun  for 
Clemson.    Ragin'    Ray    tossed 
three    touchdown     passes    and 
skirted 68 yrds for   score.   The 
punting of both squads was out- 
standing,    as    Furman's    Stom- 
baugh turned in a neat 43 yard 
average and Jackie "Lord" Cal- 
vert managed a 41.4 average for 
the Tigers. 
Neither team was able to score 
during the first half.   Both squads 
displayed  a  dogged  defense  that 
repelled all offensive threats. The 
second half was in direct contrast 
with first as both elevens opened 
up offensively.      A    total    of 49 
points were tallied    in    the   final 
two quarters. 
CALVERT SPARKI.ES 
Jackie    "Lord" Calvert.    who 
played   a   great  game,   pat  the 
Tigers In lead by nabbing two 
touchdown   passes  from   Ragin' 
Ray Mathews. End Glenn Smith 
took an    aerial    from Mathews 
and scampered for the third Tig 
tally.     The     play     covered   85 
yards.    Mathews took a handoff 
and  sped  68    yards    for what 
proved to be the winning mark- 
er    for    Clemson.    Fred    Cono 
plunged over for the first extra 
point  and  Chandler  added  tho 
other three by conversions. 
Furman's Lamon  Moates  inter- 
cepted -a,  Mathews   pass   on   the 
Tiger 45 and raced to the Bengal 
14. This set up the first Hurricane 
tally.   Jasonek   moved   the   ball 
over the double strips three plays j 
later.   Mathews reeled off his ex- 
citing run just 60 seconds later. 
The purple-jerseyed Hurricane 
began another drive after the 
kickoff by Clemson. The Wind 
began the drive on their own 10 
yard line and proceeded to head 
toward the Tiger goal. George 
Pruitt led the way this time as 
he ran and passed the Furman 
team down the field. Pruitt end- 
ed the drive by sliding through 
center for four and the score. 
The Paladins held the Tigs at 
midfield before its final flourish, 
and, off-setting a clipping penal- 
ty to its one yard line, scored its 
third score. Jasonek again proved 
to be the big wheel in the Furman 
offense. The burly fullback,push- 
ed the ball over from the one to 
end the scoring for the afternoon. 
Piner converted after the three 
Furman touchdowns. 
MANY STARS 
Each  team  had  its  defensive 
standouts in the rock 'em sock 
em tussle.    Billy Grisby, Glenn 
Smith,    Luke    Deanhardt.    and 
Gene   Moore   looked   good   for 
the winning Clemsonians.    Mc- 
Corkle,    Evington.   and   George 
turned In sterling performances 
for the losing cause.   Other men 
also  played  outstanding  games 
on both sides, but it would be 
impossible    to   single    out    the 
stars, except for the big guns on 
both sides.    Ray Mathews was 
the    games    most    outstanding 
player  offensively.    The  Pennl 
sylvanian    tossed three    touch- 
touchdown aerials and ran for a 
tally.    Ed Jasonek was the of- 
fensive  star  for  Furman.     Ja- 
sonek tallied two Furman mark- 
ers on line plunges. 
This tilt was Furman's final go 
of the '49 campaign.   Their season 
record stands    at    six    losses and 
three wins.    Clemson ended their 
season   with   Auburn   Plainsmen. 
The  game  ended  in   a  deadlock. 
Clemson finished with a 4 won, 4 
lost, 2 tied record. 
STONE BROTHERS 
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN, YOUNG MEN 
AND STUDENTS 
108 N. Main Street Greenville, S. C. 
FINE CUSTOM TAILORING AT REASONABLE PRICES 
ORTWEIN  TAILORING CO. 
of Rome, Ga. 
Vour Measurements Taken at Frequent Intervals 
EXCELSIOR MILL STORE CLEMSON, S.  C. 
Sporting Goods Hardware 
SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO. 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
CHARLIE'S SPECIAL SAUCE 
On Sale at Ballentine's Super Market 
CHARLIE'S STEAK HOUSE 
i i E. Coffee Street Greenville, S. C. 
Tigers Take To Air 
John Poulos has just snagged an aerial from Jackie "Lord" Calvert that was good for a first down, 
In the upper hand corner is Ragin Ray Mathews, who led the Tigers to victory. Gene Moore and 
Jack Cox are shown running in front of Mathews.    Pete Manos is pictured in the foreground. 
WITH SMOKERS WHO KNOW...IT'S 
(^_jimehfor 
Jl/Iildnessl 
Yes, Camels are SO-MILD thai in a coast- 
to-coast test of hundreds of men and women 
who smoked Camels—and only Camels—for 
30 consecutive days, noted throat specialists, 
making weekly examinations, reported i 
JYOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT 
IRRITATION due to smoking CAMELS'. 
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Cone Leads Tigs In Deadlock With Auburn 




By DICK RAINES 
(alverl, Hudson Score Tiger Markers; 
Furious Fred Rushes For 100 Yards In Tie 
This year's grid ct-ipaign will come to a close this week- 
nd. Only a few contests, scattered throughout the nation, 
vill take place this week.____As you know the Tigers fiimshed 
up their season last Saturday in Mobile, Alabama. Clemson 
finished up with a so-so season record of 4 wins, 4 setbacks, 
and 2 ties. The two deadlocks spoiled what might have been 
called a successful year. Freddie Cone was the top honor 
getter on the eleven, as he was named AU-Southern Confer- 
ence fullback by U. P. and I. N. S., and picked on A. P.'s sec- 
ond string. Furious Fred is a cinch to be All-Southern next 
year if his performance this year can be any indication. If 
the Tigers come up with another fine team next year, the 
Alabama Assassian should notch All-American honors. Run- 
ning right behind Cone in the honors department is "Old 
Faithful" Ragin Ray Mathews. Ray /was placed on the sec- j 
ond string All-Conference and made honorable mention on1 
Collier's All-South team along with Fred Cone. Captain 
Gene Moore grabbed a first string berth on I. N. S.'s All-South-1 
ern squad, and made second string pivotman on TJ. P. and; 
A. P.'s selections. Although the annual All-State eleven 
hasn't been named as yet, several Tigers are a cinch for first 
string honors. I look for Poulos, Deanhardt, Moore, and of 
course the "Gold Dust Twins" Mathews and Cone to be on 
the '49 All South Carolina team. I'd like to close this para- 
graph by saying "Watch those Tigers go in 1950." 
FUBMAN WILL STILL BE LOOKING FOR 
A WIN AFTER '50 
As expected, the Bengals again marred the hopes of the 
Furman Purple Hurricane by racking up another triumph. 
Next year's clash between the rivals will be held in Tiger-j 
town.    A more impressive victory is this writer's prediction 
for '50.    After all, the Tigers will be fielding probably   the I 
South's greatest backfield,  and a much improved forward! 
wall.    Perhaps some of the Furman supporters won't make j 
themselves quite as obnoxious as a few of them did this year. 
I'm sure that the Tiger football team has seen a much better 
display of sportsmanship than was shown by the opposing 
eleven of November 19, 1949. 
FRED CONS' 
N. (. Places three 
On Conference 
North Carolina's Tar Heels, 
Southern Conference Champions, 
olaced three men on the United 
Press All-Southern eleven, chosen j SCOreboard 
TIG COACHES TO SCOUT MISSOURI IN GATOR BOWL 
Clemson's 1950 grid machine will encounter the Univer- 
sity of Missouri Tigers.    So, the Bengal catching staff will be 
going all out to get as much info as possible for next season's j animous 
clash with the midwesterners.    Missouri has finished in the I team, 
runner-up slot in the Big Seven for the past two seasons and 
will furnish the Tigs of South Carolina their toughest oppo- 
sitoin next season.    Although the complete football schedule 
hasn't been released as yet, the Missouri game will probably 
be held on the home field of the midwesterners. 
CAGERS OPEN '49-'50 SEASON SATURDAY 
An improved Tiger quint will take the court this Satur- 
day night when they meet the University of Georgia Bull- 
dogs in Athens. Coach McFaddeh's crew will be out for re- 
venge, as the 'Dogs nipped the men of Tigertown in last sea- 
son's go. Clemson will be without the services of guard Jack 
Neel, who is out with an ailing foot. However, John Snee, 
Doug Haughk, Bill Spender, Holsehouser, and others will be 
out to bring back basketball laurels to Clemson. Clemson 
should floor one of its finest frosh teams in many years. The 
Baby Tig quint have both height and speed, which are two 
great components of a good cage team. 
JOKE OF THE WEEK 
The following is a note I received from a Furman sup- 
porter this week: 
each year by the Southern .-ports 
writers and broadcasters. Charlie 
Justice was the top vote getter, 
with All-American end Art Wei- 
ner and center Irving Holdash 
not far behind  in the poll. 
Rounding out the backfield built 
around Justice are Clemson's Fred 
Cone, Wake Forest halfback Bill 
Gregus and Duke tailback Billy 
Cox. Cox gained more than 1.400 
yards for the Blue Devils this 
season, and Cone was the driving 
force behind the Clemson Tigers. 
The end 'positions are probably 
the strongest sDots on the "Dream 
Team." with William and Mary's 
Vito Ragafczd, who was the lead- 
ing scorer in the Conference with 
90 points, getting the nod at one 
end post. Weiner has been placed 
on practically every All-American 
team in the country and wr>s a 
"shoo-in" for the other flank post. 
Irving Holdash just edged out 
Clemson's Gene Moore for the 
pivot post, and Moore was the tin- 
choice   for   the   second 
Tidwell, voted the most valu- 
able player in the Southeastern 
Conference, was indeed an out- 
standing performer for the Plains- 
men, but the visiting Bengals had 
their stars also—namely Fred 
Cone, Jackie Calvert and Ray 
Mathews. These three flashes 
gained 222 yrrds of Clemson's to- 
tal yards rushing. Mathews and 
Calvert combined forces to net 97 
yards via the fur route as they 
comolete 3 of 11 tosses. 
Clemson went out in front m ihe 
first quarter when an interference 
penalty gave the Howardmen the 
ball on the one yard line. Free- 
Cone went through the middle find 
Charidler converted. 
The Tigers were on the way to 
another score when Mathews 
fumbled and Auburn recovered ©n 
the Auburn 37. Tidwell then pro- 
ceeded to spark his team to a 
second-quarter score, with the 
payoff play coming in the form of 
a 37 yard pass from Tidwel! to 
Russell. The Alabama Tigers con- 
verted and the score rose to 7 all. 
Later In that same quarter, 
Mathews rolled 20 yards to the 
Auburn 45 before he was hit, but 
the ball didn't stop there. The 
Pennsylvania speedster quickly 
lateraled to guard Bob Hudson 
who sprinted the remaining 45 
yards for the marker. The try 
for the point failed and Clemson 
led 13 to 7. That's the way the 
read   at   the   end   Of 
Mr: 
If you hold any aspirations of becoming a top-notch 
sports writer, then you had better shed some of that bias and 
prejudice which saturates your kinky brain. 
I (unfortunately) got hold of your "Tiger" and happened 
to notice where you state that Jasonek and Horton can't even 
be mentioned in the same breath with Cone and Mathews. 
Well, good buddy, for your information, I, for one, certainly 
wouldn't mention them in the same breath. Not after that 
puny exhibition by Crabapple (or is it Pineapple?) Cone 
against our Hurricane recently.    One-yard Cone—HAW. 
And Mathews—well, he did finally make a long run, 
didn't he? My grandmother could have made that run with 
the blocking he had. 
After the Purple team gets through with your striped 
kittens next year you'll wish you never had heard of Super- 
sonic Jasonek and hei.l-for-leather Horton. 
A Furman Supporter 
P. S.—The next time Clemson beats Furman in football 
you'll have a beard down to here— 
Well, I'd just like to remind my anonymous friend that 
Clemson defeated Furman this year and have for quite a 
number of years in the past and will for quite a number of 
years in the future. 
Louis Allen, called by Wallace 
Wade the finest tackle he ever 
coached, and Ray Krouse, ragged 
230 pound Maryland tackle, were 
named to the tackle posts, and the 
guard positions went to North 
Carolina State's Charlie Musser 
and  Wake Forest's Ray Cieia. 
Clemson wingback-tailback Ray 
Mathews, William and Mary's 
Buddy Lex. Washington and Lee's 
Gil Bocelti and William and 
Mary's Jack Cloud rounded out 
the second team backfield. Mat- 
thews and Bocetti were teammates 
on the McKeesport, Pa., High 
team a few years back. 
FIRST TEAM 
Pos. Name School 
E.—Art Weiner N. Carolina 
T— Louis Allen .,. Duke 
G — Ray Cicia    _ Wake Forest 
C—Irving Holdash  N. C. 
G.—Charlie Musser ___. N. C. State 
T.—Ray Krouse  Maryland 
E.—Vito Ragazzo      W. Sc M. 
B.—Charlie Justice N. C. 
B.—Billy Cox Duke 
B.—Bill Gregus __ Wake Forest 
B—Fred Cone — Clemson 
SECOND TEAM 
Pos. Name School 
E.—John O'Quinn Jn, Wake Forest 
T.—Elmer Costa   N. C. State 
G—Joe Dudeck - N» C, 
C—Gene  Moore _  Clemson 
the half. 
Another Tiger miseue set up an- 
other Plainsman tally in the third 
canto. Auburn kicked to Jack 
Calvert on the ClerrtSOn 40, but 
the "Kid" let the pigskin get away 
from him and Auburn recovered. 
Coach Earl Brown's boys took it 
over from there and in three plays 
knotted the score. The conver- 
sion was successful and Clemson 
fell behind for the first time. 
Clemson lost no time in again 
taking the lead. After Calvert and 
Mathews attempted to carry the 
ball to the Auburn 12, Fred Cone 
hit the line a half dozen times be- 
fore Calvert scored. Chandler 
this time split the uprights and 
Clemson lead 20-14. 
The Plainsmen started their 
last touchdown drive from their 
own 40 with only five minutes 
left to play. It w*s Tidwell again 
who sparked the Plainsmen to the 
tally that tied the score at 20-20. 
The try for the extra joint was 
wide and the scoring was over. 
A last minute pass failed as 
the Bengals fought desperately to 
score again. Ray Mathews toss- 
ed a 21 yard aerial to Cone who 
couldn't quite hold the ball in the 
end zone. This last Clemson 
thrust had started on the Country 
Gentlemen where Smith had 
covered the kickoff before he was 
stopped. 
The Howardmen played a 
staunch defensive game, one of 
the best they've played so far. 
Billy Grigaby, Bob Hudson, Gene 
Moore, and Bob Patton were the 
outstanding linemen while Jim 
Reynolds, Dick Hendley, and 
WyUdie Wyndham sparked the 
backfield defenders. Reynolds, 
who had a lot of help from Tom 
Coursey, turned in perhap* his 
best performance of the year. As 
for Coursey, the Charlotte senior 
continued his outstanding pass 
defensive play. 
G —Bob Ward   Maryland 
T—Lou Creekmur 1  W. & M. 
E.—Ken Powell  .. N. C. 
B.—Buddy Lex .,   W. St M. 
B.—Gil Bocetti W. St. L. 
B.—Hay Matthews ...... Clemson 
B. Jack Cloud  W. St. M. 
Honorable    Mention:    Clemson: 
John Poulos, end; Manos, guard. 
Clemson Freshmen Edge Baby Hurricane 
7-6; Hubert, Shirley, And Small Shine 
Jim Miller Helps 
Coach Camp Lee 
Football Eleven 
J. P. (Jim) Miller, the finger of 
I last year's Clenson extra point 
combination, is now stationed at 
Camp Lee, Virginia, where he is 
the assistant special service of- 
ficer. 
Jim graduated from Clemson in 
the spring of this year and accept- 
ed a commission in the Army. 
He and Jack Miller (no rela- 
tion) teamed up to save several 
close grid contests for the Tigers, 
and he is now playing and assist- 
ing with the coaching duties of 
the Camp Lee football squad. He 
and Jack accounted for SO big 
points in the Bengals all victorious 
1948 grid season and picked up 
the all important field sroal that 
beat the University of Missouri, 
24-23, in the Gator Bowi on New 
Year's day of this year. 
TENNIS LADDER 
I. Claire Draper 
t. Harold Uttlelohn 
i. Lewis Cahrert 
4. Joe Black 
5. Grady  Strom 
8. Ben McLeoH 
7. D. C. XeGrand 
8. C. D. Coleman 
9. Jack Neel 
10. Harry Merritt 
II. Vernon Smith 
U. Abe White 
Feb. 4—The Citadel—there 
Feb. 7—Geo. Wash.—here 
Feb. 10—PC—there 
Feb. 14—Davidson—there 
Feb. 19—Wake Forest—there 
Feb. 20—W. & L.—there 
Feb. 21—V,M. I.—there 
Feb.  25—Maryland—here 
Feb. 27—Furman—here. 
Pictured above is the action that fallowed SB exchange of blows 
between Wyndie Wyndham and * Furman player. State troopers 
and the local militia rushed out en the field to stop what might 
have developed into a mass brawl. 
Tiger (agers Play 20 Game Schedule 
Basbetball Coach Banks Mc- 
Faddin recently released a 20 
game schedule for the 1949 
Tigeis. The cagers open with 
Georgia December 3 at Athens 
and close with Furman University 
at Clemson on February 2. 
Clemson will play the same op- 
ponents this year with the excep- 
tion of Wofford. Eight Southern 
Conference opponents are on the 
slate. Georgia and P. C. are the 































WIGINGTON AUTO PARTS CO. 
Buffalo Mufflers Belden Cable 
Federal  Ball  Bearings Allied Piston Pins 
Phone 382 Seneea, S. C. 
PEOPLES FURNITURE CO. 
DEALERS IN HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE. RADIOS, STOVES. 
ELECTMC APPLIANCES,  REFRIGERATORS,  ETC. 
327-329 Main Street Phone 4M 
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA 
HOW  many  players  can 
you pick? 
Does the star of your team 
rate with the nation's best? 
Here's the exciting answer, 
in this week's Collier's—the 
original, official All-America 
selections by the American 
Football Coaches AssocJa- 
tion, through their own 
Board of eight top gridiron 
mentors. 
Be the firat to meet ihe proud 
winners of college football'* 
greatest honor! And to learn 
the surprise of the year — in 





/  with a 
MFMUREB 
COLLAR 
Yes, we give you an 
insurance policy with 
every one of the** 
Wings white broad* 
cloth shirts—a new 
shirt fret if the collar 
does not outlive the 
shirt. How do we do it? 
Theae collars are made 
of aeroplane cloth, • 
superdurahle fabric. 
Lustrous white broad- 
cloth—neatly styled 
and superbly tailored, 
the best buy in town. 
only 
Quality Men* Shop 
Greenville, S. C. 
only TD in the second period af- j 
ter Furman fumbled on their own j 
15.    Three    play*    later,     Billy I 
Radclif   went  over   from   the    J, 
and  Charles  Radclif made    good 
the PATD. 
The   lone   Furman   tally   came 
CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME 
at 
MAYFAIR GRILL 
Anderson's Most Modern  Restaurant 
MAKE THE 
CALHOUN   HOTEL 
YOUR  HEADQUARTERS 
.lack G. Craft, Jr., Manager Anderson, S. C. 
An underdog Clemson fresh-* 
man team held the highly touted 
Furman University "Little Wind" 
to practically nil on the ground 
and in the air and went on to 
register a 7-8 victory over their 
arch rivals from Greenville. On- 
ly  once was  the  Furman    eleven 
able to muster enough strength to i t8te m the third canto when Bos- 
make a battle of the contest, thi* ; *oHna grabbed a Hubert pass on 
coming on a 40 yard runback of j the Tiger 40 and raced over un- 
an intercepted Tiger pas* by ' touched for the *core. The kick 
center Bossolina. wa*  wide  and  Clemson led,  7-8. 
The Tiger forward wall    never j The   Hurricane     didn't     threaten 
looked  better.    Led    by    tackle* I again and the Tiger* were again 
Roughhouse Auman and Joe Hipp, \on the march at the final whiatle 
center Billy Small and end Rob- 'Jim Shirley  the bie fullback fronr 
ert Shivers, the Bengal line atop- 
ped   the   Turman  running 
cold  and  moved in  so  fasrt    that 
the passers only got off a couple 
of aerials. 
With   Big   Jim 
the way, the Cubs ground out  18 
first downs to five for the "Little 
Wind."      Clemson    scored     their 
% , toig m ; I 
Seneca, showed real promise and; V 
ch >«► 
of   <$► 
College Seal Jewelry 
for Christmas 
New Shipment Just Arrived  
BRACELETS... COMPACTS... KEY CHAINS 
PINS ... NOVELTY ITEMS 
SELECT  YOURS   EARLY 
A small deposit will reserve your selection 
COMPLETE  LINE  RONSON  LIGHTERS 
ON DISPLAY 
game ■ should be a big help   to   Coa
Howard    in the next couple 
years.   Fooley Hubert looked good 
at the aerial game,    and    Forest 
Shirley   leading   Cjlverland Kwm«tn Woor« tUra' 
ed in sterling performance*. 
CHRISTMAS CARDS...CANDIES 
Large Selection to Choose From 
MUSICAL POWDER BOXES AND 
OTHER MUSICAL NOVELTIES 
-ABBOtfS 




RE—Withers   _ 
RT—Auman „   ... _ 
RG—Berry „..      
C—Farnsworth    
LG—LaMontagne __ 
LT—Hipp     .  
LE—Shiver* „   . 
QB—Moore «. 
HB—Pate ._ _ 
HB—Alexander   _ 
KB—Shirley   
FurmjMi   *W 
DempMry!^ 




. Fuller ' 
Peddicord ♦*♦ 
,~Hutett  X 
. Stewart   . 
Robertson' ^ 
Williams   W!4H£^M>*«**^*<Hg*^^^ <$M} 
L C. Martin Drag Company 
F. S. McCollum, Owner Clemson, S. C. 
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Baby Bengals Prep 
For Season Opener 
Freshman basketball practice 
started Monday night a week ago 
as eighty enthusiastic candidates 
aftswered Coach "Rock" Norman's 
call. For the past week and a 
half, the nightly practice has con- 
sisted mostly of thinning out the 
crop and selecting the better play- 
ers. v 
There are sixteen men on the 
s<iuad at present. The centers at 
this stage are J. F. McGraw, M. 
D. Gaskins and J. C. Anthony. 
The forwards are T. A. MeCul- 
loug'h, M. C. Robinson, R. "W. 
Dozier. and J. A. Brown. Also 
J. C. Hicks, W. H. Revell, and R. 
G. Vite. 
The   guards  on  the   squad  are 
J. A. Murray, W. E. DeLoach, and 
A. H. Wells.    Also V. D. Moorer, 
C M Cole and E S. Blume. 
The above cagers    are    defi- 
nitely on the frosh squad and 
there are possibilities of oth- 
er men being- added at a later 
date. 
The schedule so far calls for 
eight games with other college 
freshman teams, Furman, Da- 
vidson, The Citadel, and the 
University of South Carolina, and 
two with Biltmore Forest Junior 
College of Hendersonville, N. C. 
The list of games with high 
school teams has not been comr 
pleted although some thrillers 
hftve been scheduled. 
Coach Norman and the Cub ca- 
gers   are  looking forward  to     a 
good season for 1950 with a faster 
and taller team. 
Freshman Schelude 
Dee. 17, Sat.—Biltmore For- 
est Junior College at Hender- 
sonville. 
Jan. 7, Sat.—Furman r at 
Greenville. 
Jan. 10, Tues.—Biltmore For- 
est at Clemson. 
Jan. 14, Sat.—Davidson at 
Clemson. 
Jan. 18, Wed.—The Citadel 
at Clemson. 
Jan. 21, Sat.—South Carolina 
at Clemson. 
Feb.  3,  Fri.—South  Carolina ' 
at Columbia. 
Feb. 4, Sat.—The Citadel at 
Charleston. 
Feb. 14, Tues.—Davidson    at 
Davidson. 
Feb. 27, Mondy.—Furman   at 
i Clemson. 
Carolina Has Army Cadets 
Tig Sharpshooters 
Defeai Wofford 
On Friday, November 18, the 
Clemson rifle team opened its 
season by defeating Wofford Col- 
lege, 1815 to 1641. The match 
was held at Clemson. 
The top five scorers for the 
"Tigers" were: Frank Gunby with 
371, J. T. Squires with 363, Hugh 
Woodle with 361, M. L. Poston 
with 360, and J. F. Callaham with 
360. 
High scorer for Wofford was C. 
F. West with 340. 
Carrol Alien is csptain of the 
"Tiger" team and M. L. Poston is 
the alternate • captain. Frank 
Gunby is manager and high scor- 
er for the team. 
The next match is with Georgia 
on Friday night of this week. 
Bowl Slate Almost 
Set For This Year 
The major bowls of the land 
have virtually completed their 
lineup for their January 2 en- 
gagements. In the daddy of them 
all, the Rose Bowl, California's 
unbeaten Golden Bears will take 
on Ohio State's Buckeyes, who lost 
only to powerful Minnesota. ' The 
Cotton Bowl will pit Southwestern 
Conference Champion, Rice, loser 
only to L. S. U., against thrice- 
beaten North Carolina, the cham- 
pions of the Southern Conference. 
The Orange Bowl picked Santa 
Clara, who lost to powerful Okla- 
homa and unbeaten California, 
and Kentucky, who was upset by 
S. M. U. and Tennessee. Okla- 
homa's unbeaten Sooners will 
meet the twice defeated L. S. U. 
Tigers in the Sugar Bowl. The 
Bayou Bengals, who lost only to 
Kentucky and Georgia in early 
season contests, were permitted 
to play after the presidents of the 
Southeastern Conference colleges 
voted tO; waive a ruling requiring 
all member teams to win three- 
fburths of its conference games to 
participate in a Bowl. The Gator 
Bowl was the last of the major 
bowls to make their selections, 
picking Maryland and Missouri, 
both making return trips to the 
Florida Bowl which will again of- 
fer a high scoring game between 
the two split-T elevens. 
Following Is a lineup of the 
bowls with the participating teams 
and their won-lost records in 
parentheses: 
Dec. 26— 
Shrine North-South game, Mi- 
ami, Fla.—Two all-star teams of 
college seniors. 
Dec. 31— 
Shrine East-West game, San 
Francisco—Two all-star teams of 
college seniors. , 
Blue-Gray, Montgomery, Ala.— 
Two all-star teams of college sen- 
iors. 
Raisin Bowl, Fresno, Calif.— 
opponents to be announced. 
Jan. 2— 
Rose Bowl, Pasadena, Calif.— 
California (10-0) vs Ohio State 
(6-1-2). 
Cotton Bowl, Dallas, Texas— 
Rice (9-1) vs. North Carolina (7- 
3). 
Orange Bowl, Miami, Fla.— 
Santa Clara (7-2-1) vs. Kentucky 
(9-2). 
Sugar Bowl, New Orleans— Ok- 
lahoma (10-0) vs. L. S. U. (8-2). 
Gator Bowl, Jacksonville, Fla.— 
Missouri (7-3) vs. Maryland (7-1). 
Pineapple Bowl, Honolulu— 
Stanford (6-3-1) vs. Hawaii.       * 
Sun Bowl, El Paso, Texas— 
Georgetown (5-4) vs. Texas West- 
ern (7-2-1). 
Cigar Bowl, Tampa, Fla.—Wof- 
ford (11-Oyxtt. Florida State (8- 
1). 
Frosh Fraternity 
Taps 9 Members 
Phi Eta Sigma, the only national 
Greek letter fraternity open to 
Freshmen, recently elected several 
new members into the organiza- 
tion. To be eligible for member- 
ship a grade point ratio of 7.5, 
the stiffest requirement of any 
club at Clemson, must be attained 
during the first semester. 
Those selected were: G. W. Bal- 
lentine from Blythewood, S. C; E. 
J. Dohar from Patterson, N. J.; J. 
T. Hough from Charlotte, N. C; 
P. R. Osborne from Kingsport, 
Tenn.; and L. R. Allen from Kings 
Creek, S. C. 
Also R. E. Nelson from Mon- 
toursville, Penn.; H. G. Lefort 
from Upper Marlboro, Mr.; H. M. 
Lightsey from Columbia, S. C; 
and L. J. Sigmon from Newton, 
N. C. 
The initiates will go by the 
name of "Little Morons." 
There are 72 active chapters of 




The Student-Faculty Relations 
Committee, organized in 1946 by 
the Student Council of the Uni- 
ersity of Virginia to provide some 
medium for the etfshange of 
ideas between members of the 
faculty and students, hi* recom- 
mended, "That all studerts be re- 
quired to take at least one semes- 
ter of college mathematics includ- 
ing algebra and trigonometry, but 
be allowed to substitute for the 
currently existing course in analy- 
tics a course in one of following 
subjects: semantics, logic, or busi- 
ness mathematics." 
Another committee recom- 
mendation said in part: "in all 
departments there is an acade- 
mic demand for smaller classes, 
the formation of which would 
necessitate more professors." 
The committee feels that "too 
many professors of the graduate 
level are being forced to teach 
undergraduate classes." It has 
also expressed the opinion that 
"while humor, personality man- . 
ifestations, and relations of per- 
sonal Incidents do much to liven 
the subject material of many 
classes and should be encour- 
aged . . . within limits ... a 
small minority of faculty so in- 
dulge in this form of academic 
diersion that . . . they fail to 
cover some of the vital material 
embodied in the course." 
In the report the committee also 
called for professors to keep more 
regular office hours and observed 
that a large number of students 
wish to return to the quarter sys- 
tem. The committee also recom- 
mended that a political science 
course "embodying a study of the 
organization, functions, and polit- 
ical structure of local, state and 
federal governments be made 
compulsory for any undergradu- 
ate degree offered by the Univer- 
sity." 
Two final observations made by 
One of seventeen colleges and 
universities starting the fall term 
with Air ROTC units for the first 
time, the University of South 
Carolina brings to 127 the num- 
ber of educational institutions 
conducting Air ROTC training in 
the United  States  and Hawaii. 
The University's unit will spe- 
cialize in Transportation, one of 
seven types of specialized instruc- 
tions given at the schools, and the 
studies will include general ad- 
ministration, supply, aircraft 
maintenance engineering, arament, 
communications, comptrollership, 
and air installations. 
Freshmen who elect to take the 
course will be enrolled in the two- 
year basic c6urse. Students who 
have had previous military ex- 
perience and who otherwise quali- 
fy, may be enrolled immediately 
in the Advance Course usually 
given to third and fourth-year 
ROTC students. 
Freshman classes will be taught 
military orientation and study the 
organization and operation of the 
Air Force. These subjects are 
continued in the second year, with 
the cadets receiingv some instruc- 
tion in the specialized course. Dur- 
ing the third year the instruction 
primarily concerns the subject 
matter of the specialized course, 
and in the following summer the 
students attend a six-week course 
at a summer camp at USAF in- 
stallation. 
The specialized course instruc- 
tion is continued' during the 
fourth year, and the cadets re- 
ceive commissions as second lieu- 
tenants in the USAF Reserve up- 
on completion of their studies. 
Terriers Remain 
Undefeated In S. (. 
Wofford's undefeated Terriers 
closed out their regular season 
Saturday with a 40-0 victory over 
Billy Laval's Newberry Indians. 
The Terriers now have a record 
of 11 wins against no defeats. 
They have one more game on top, 
a tilt with Florida State Univer- 
sity in the Cigar Bowl at Tam- 
pa, Florida ,on January 2, ,1949. 
The Citadel plays host to the 
South Carolina Gamecocks in 
Charleston this Saturday but the 
outcome has no bearing on the 
top position in the state. 
In intrastate games, the Clem- 
son Tigers are in second place 
and are assured of at least finish- 
ing in. a tie for that spot. If Car- 
olina gets by the Citadel ,as they 
definitely should, Clemson will 
move into third place in all games 
played. Only P. C, with a 5-4 
record,  will  be in front  of    the 
Curtis To Confer 
At Clemson Meet 
Dr.' Lawrence C. Curtis, agron- 
omist', for the National Cotton 
Seed Products Association, will be 
on the Clemson campus December 
6 and 7.. He is to confer with J. 
A. Martin, assistant horticulturist 
of the S. C. Experiment Station, 
Mr. H. P. Cooper, Dean and Direc- 
tor, Mr. R. H. McGinty, Vice- 
director- and Professor A. M. 
Musser, head of the Horticulture 
Department. 
The conference is'to be on the 
progress in sesame breeding. It 
is hoped that a new'type of se-- 
same will be adopted which. can 
be mechanically harvested.-If this 
is possible,, the sesame pil can be 
used as a supplement'supply for 
cotton seed oil. 
Sesame oil will probably be 
used in "large quantities in the 
next few years due to- the fact that 
the government is to limit the 
farmer's production ' of cotton; 
therefore, there will be a shortage 
of cotton' seed oil. As sesame is 
an excellent source of oil, it will 
more than likely become; planted 
in large quantities . 
Best Drill Voice 
Eliminations On Sot. 
The extra:attraction attached to 
Saturday inspection this week will 
be an ielimination based- on • the 
best drill command voice. Each 
company 'will -send a. representa- 
tive to the prescribed place where 
the tests will be' administered. 
The; elimination ..will be similar to 
those* held ,-on, previous Saturdays, 
with;members of the military-staff 
serving" as 'judges."' Points' will be 
given. to 'the? company.• whose rep- 
resentative-takes the honors. 
Starnes Captures 
Palmetto Crown 
Clemson's first string running 
backs,' Jack Calvert, Fred Cone, 
and Ray Mathews, are all among 
the top ten in the .South Carolina 
scoring parade. Fred Cone holds 
the second position with 55 points, 
nine touchdowns and one extra 
point. 
Ray Mathews and Jack)-:; Cal- 
vert along with'.Seigler of New- 
berry are tied for fifth spot 
with 42 points. 
Wofford's undefeated and un- 
tied Terrier's also placed three 
men in the top ten. They are Bob 
Starnes, number 1, Sammy Sewell, 
number 3, and Willie Barbcre, ex- 
tra point specialist, number 10. 
Newberry College , placed two 
backs on the list, Hank Witt and 
Bill Seigler, who hold down fourth 
and fifth spots respectively. Pres- 
byterian and Furman each placed 
one man to complete the roster. 
The other state schools, The Cit- 
adel, Erskine, and South Carolina 
failed  to  place  in .the  group. 
The only possible threat to enter 
the scoring parade.is quarterback 
Bb Hagan.of South Carolina who 
weuld need, at least four touch- 
downs in the coming fracas with 
The Citadel at Charleston this 
coming Saturday afternoon. 
Starnes, Wofford, ....  11 10 0 60! 
Cone,   Clemson  .   10 9 1 55' 
Sewell, Wofford  11 9 0 54! 
Witt, Newberry   10 7 3 45' 
Seigler, Newberry   11 7 0 42 • 
Mathews, Clemson .... 10 7 0 42 I 
Calvert, Clemson   10 7 0 42 j 
Watts, Presbyterian _   9 6 0 36 
Jasonek, Furman      9 6 0 36 




Open 'Til 1:00 A. M. 
CLEMSON 
THEATRE 
Clemson, S. C. 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
DECEMBER 2, 3 
'SHE WORE A 
YELLOW RIBBON' 
with John Wayne 
MONDAY & TUESDAY 
DECEMBER 5, 6 
'GAL WHO TOOK 
THE WEST' 
with Yvonne DeCarlo 
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY 
DECEMBER 7, 8 
'THAT MIDNIGHT 
KISS' 




with Spencer Tracy 
Katherine Hepburn 
THE FUNNIEST PICTURE 
IN 10 YEARS 
-£      COMPLIMENTS OF     ^ 
Ross Builders Supplies, Inc. 
JENECA, S. C. TEL. 401 
If you have material, bring it to 
us and we will make you a beau- 
tiful suit, top coat, sport coat or 
slacks. 
All Are Expertly Tailored to 
Your Measurements 
RICHARDSON TAILORING CO. 
116 West Whitner Street Anderson, S. C. 
COMPLETE MEN'S FURNISHINGS 
TAILORED SUITS 
LIGON'S MEN'S WEAR 
16 W., Washington St.—Phone 29661—.Greenville*, S. C. 
■ii    W.S.N.W.oH150 
ON YOUR DIAL 
Presents this Saturday for your listening pleasure the 
University of South Carolina Gamecocks vs. The Cita- 
del Bulldogs brought to you directly from the playing 
field through the remote facilities of WSNW. 
W.S.N.W. in Seneca 
ir For Easy Listening x 
Tigers. 
All Games W L T PF PA 
Wofford (x) 11 0 0 247    66 
Presbyterian (x) 5 4 0 154 188 
The Citadel 4 4 0   99 149 
Clemson (x) 4 0 2 232 216 
Furman  (x) 3 6 0 132'160 
South  Car. 3 6 0 103 168 
Erskine (x) 2 7 0    97 187 
Newberry (x) 3 8 0 122 235 
(x)—Regular . season completed. 
Intrastate Games 
Only W L T PF PA 
Wofford (z) 3 0 0    75    14 
Clemson (z) 2 1 0 110    55 
South Car. 1 1 0    34   27 
Erskine (z) 1 1 0    33    57 
The Citadel 2 2 0   55    57 
Furman (z) 2 2 0    67    62 
Presbyterian (z) 2 4 0    91 156 
Newberry (z) 1 3 0    50    88 
(z)—Intrastate schedule    com- 
pleted. 
the committee are that many stu- 
dents are circumventing the more 
difficult courses here by taking 
the mat other colleges and trans- 
ferring the credits, and that there 
is "a great deal of social, economic 
and academic unrest among the 
student body." 





Main Street Anderson 
Font's Camera Shop 
"Between the Banks" 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
Clemson men are 
always welcome at 
DAVENPORT'S 
one of the South's 
finest university 
shops.   Come in 
to shop or just to 
look around 
DAVENPORTS 
207 N. Main St. 
GREENVILLE 
STONE BROTHERS 
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN, YOUNG MEN 
AND STUDENTS 
108 N. Main Street Greenville, S. C Csprijtt 1549, boGCT &MvtB To&uxo Co. 
